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ABSTRACT 
 In the context of emotional (e.g., anxiety, depression, and related) disorders, 
dysregulated anger (i.e., associated with functional impairment) is frequently present, but 
under recognized. Notably, it is associated with a lower likelihood of responding to 
treatment. The factors important to the development and maintenance of this anger as 
well as the most useful ways to treat it remain unexplored. This project consisted of two 
studies that aimed to begin addressing these gaps in the literature. The first was a 
qualitative study of a diagnostically heterogeneous sample (N = 15, 8 male, mean age 
40.5, range 24–76 years), each of whom endorsed dysregulated anger. This study 
examined a theoretical model describing dysregulated anger. It was hypothesized that the 
four-function model, an existing framework that identifies processes maintaining 
unhelpful behaviors, would describe dysregulated anger well. Patients completed 
questionnaires about their anger daily. The results did not support the four-function 
model, suggesting instead that anger was better characterized by an operant model, which 
describes whether a behavior is rewarding or punishing. The second study explored the 
effects of two treatment skills (mindfulness and behavior change) in isolation and 
combination as interventions for anger using single-case experimental design. Patients 
  viii 
were a subsample from the first study (N = 10; 3 male, mean age 35.5, range 24 - 67 
years). The hypotheses were that each intervention would produce a meaningful 
reduction in anger, and that patients who did not respond to the first skill would 
experience reductions in anger after the second skill, with order of first skill randomized. 
No patients responded to the first intervention alone, allowing for an assessment of 
whether the order of skill delivery impacted outcomes. Results indicated that patients 
who received the behavior change module followed by mindfulness fared better in 
treatment than those who received the reverse skill order. Together, these two studies 
provide guidance for addressing dysregulated anger in emotional disorders by aiding in 
its conceptualization and suggesting an order in which to provide treatment skills. 
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General Introduction 
Anger in Emotional Disorders 
Similar to all emotions, anger serves an adaptive purpose by providing 
information about one’s environment and motivating a productive behavioral response. 
For example, anger can prompt defensive or assertive behavior in response to both 
internal and external threats (e.g., painful memories or being harmed by another person, 
respectively; Harmon-Jones & Harmon-Jones, 2016). Additionally, research suggests that 
it can facilitate engagement in goal-directed behaviors (e.g., motivating activism; 
Harmon-Jones, Harmon-Jones, Fearn, Sigelman, & Johnson, 2008). Similar to other 
emotions, anger can also become dysregulated (i.e., experienced as persistently 
distressing and associated with functional impairment). When emotions such as 
depression or anxiety reach this threshold they might meet criteria for one of the 
disorders of emotion defined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (5th ed.; DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013). In terms of 
DSM-5, emotional disorders primarily consist of internalizing disorders that are often 
characterized by dysregulated anxiety and/or depression (i.e., anxiety, obsessive-
compulsive and related, depressive, and trauma-related disorders; APA, 2013; Sauer-
Zavala & Barlow, 2014). Some literature also includes borderline personality disorder 
(BPD) in this category (Sauer-Zavala & Barlow, 2014).  
However, in DSM-5 there is no “anger disorder.” The closest approximation is 
intermittent explosive disorder (IED), which describes recurrent behavioral outbursts that 
are not contextually appropriate and result in verbal or physical aggression (e.g., property 
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destruction, physical assault). While it does describe dysregulated anger, this diagnosis 
does not capture interfering anger that is expressed in other, less explosive, ways (e.g., 
passive aggression, suppression). Additionally, anger is present as a diagnostic criterion 
in other disorders including generalized anxiety disorder (as irritability), BPD, and 
bipolar disorder, highlighting its role in these contexts. However, growing literature 
suggests that anger plays an important role in other emotional disorders (for a review see 
Cassiello-Robbins & Barlow, 2014). For example, patients with heterogeneous emotional 
disorders report higher levels of anger than non-clinical controls and other research 
suggests that dysregulated anger is independently associated with panic disorder, 
generalized anxiety disorder, social anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, 
major depressive disorder, and post-traumatic stress disorder even when statistically 
controlling for demographic characteristics and the presence of comorbid psychological 
disorders (Barrett, Mills, & Teesson, 2013; Cassiello-Robbins & Barlow, 2016).  
The presence of anger in the context of emotional disorders is important. Patients 
with dysregulated anger tend to experience a number of problems compared to those 
without including greater symptom severity, higher diagnostic comorbidity, poorer 
prognosis, and lower quality of life (Barrett et al., 2013; Cahill, Rauch, Hembree, & Foa, 
2003; Fava, Nolan, Kradin, & Rosenbaum, 1995; Foa, Riggs, Massie, & Yarczower, 
1995; Judd, Schettler, Coryell, Akiskal, & Fiedorowicz, 2013; Kulkarni, Porter, & Rauch, 
2012; Langkaas et al., 2017; Novaco, 2010; Painuly, Sharan, & Mattoo, 2007; Tedlow et 
al., 1999). Additionally, research suggests that patients with emotional disorders and 
dysregulated anger can experience difficulties expressing anger in a productive manner 
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and are therefore more likely to internalize or externalize their anger in maladaptive 
ways. For example, patients experiencing dysregulated anger are at higher risk to engage 
in interpersonal aggression and have higher levels of suicidality and nonsuicidal self-
injury than patients who do not (Brown, Comtois, & Linehan, 2002; Chapman & Dixon-
Gordon, 2007; Coccaro, et al., 1989; Deffenbacher, Oetting, Lynch, & Morris, 1996; 
Evren, Cinar, Evren, & Celik, 2012; Gormley & McNeil, 2009; Greene, Coles, & 
Johnson, 1994; McKinney, Hirsch, & Britton, 2017; Nock et al., 2014; Painuly et al., 
2007; Sayar, et al., 2000). 
Further, dysregulated anger can interfere when it comes to treatment for 
emotional disorders. There is evidence to suggest that therapists are less adherent to 
treatment protocols with patients who are high in anger, potentially leading to less 
effective treatments (Boswell et al., 2013; Norcross & Kobayashi, 1999). Further, it is 
hypothesized that increased anger is associated with lower treatment engagement in 
patients with post-traumatic stress disorder, and also that anger may reduce therapeutic 
alliance, potentially diminishing treatment outcomes (Morland, Love, Mackintosh, 
Greene, & Rosen, 2012). In the context of many emotional disorders including panic 
disorder, social anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, generalized anxiety 
disorder, and major depressive disorder, higher levels of anger are also associated with 
greater attrition and a lower likelihood of responding to treatment for the primary 
emotional disorder (Cassiello-Robbins et al., 2015; 2017; Clifton, Feeny, & Zoellner, 
2017; Erwin Heimberg, Schneier, & Liebowitz, 2003; Fava, Rosenbaum, McCarthy, & 
Pava, 1991; Wnuck et al., 2013), although one conflicting study did not find that higher 
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anger was associated with a worse treatment response (Clifton et al., 2017). Taken 
together, these data highlight the need to identify and target dysregulated anger in the 
context of emotional disorders; yet, it remains largely under-recognized and unaddressed 
(Boswell, 2016; Cassiello-Robbins & Barlow, 2016).  
Extant Treatments  
Existing treatments for anger include relaxation training, social skills training, and 
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT; DiGiuseppe & Tafrate, 2003; Lee & DiGiuseppe, 
2018). Research generally supports the use of CBT principles to address interfering and 
distressing anger in psychological treatment (e.g., Beck & Fernandez, 1998; 
Deffenbacher, Oetting, & DiGiuseppe, 2002; Lee & DiGiuseppe, 2018). However, two 
issues are of note when considering extant CBT treatments.  
First, these treatments typically focus on populations for which anger is the 
primary presenting problem including inmates, individuals with intellectual disabilities, 
perpetrators of intimate partner violence, and patients with IED (Henwood, Chou, & 
Browne, 2015; Lee & DiGiuseppe, 2018; McCloskey, Noblett, Deffenbacher, Gollan, & 
Coccaro, 2008; Nicoll, Beail, & Saxon, 2013). Thus, it is unclear whether these 
treatments will generalize to the population of individuals with other primary emotional 
disorders who also experience difficulties with anger regulation. The results of one meta-
analysis indicated that generalizability is limited and that while these anger-focused 
treatments have an effect on dysregulated anger, they have less of an impact on anxiety 
and depression (DiGiuseppe & Tafrate, 2003).  
Therefore, a different treatment approach might be warranted for patients who 
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experience difficulties with anger along with an emotional disorder. Given this 
possibility, a better understanding of how anger is experienced and expressed in this 
context would help elucidate a functional model describing the factors maintaining it. A 
functional approach assumes that a behavior, including any actions that upregulate an 
emotion (i.e., heighten the emotion), is determined by its immediate antecedents and 
consequences, and can lend insight into the mechanisms maintaining maladaptive 
behavior patterns. Such knowledge often helps guide intervention strategies (Bailey & 
Burch, 2017). However, a functional model for anger in the emotional disorders has yet 
to be examined and thus may be inhibiting the development of efficient treatments that 
parsimoniously address dysregulated anger in the DSM-5 emotional disorders.  
 Second, and also relevant to the success of creating efficient interventions, the 
specific elements of extant treatments for anger dysregulation that are most effective 
remain unknown. Cognitive behavioral treatments contain multiple components including 
mindfulness, cognitive restructuring, and behavior change, yet most studies thus far have 
examined the effects of these combined components pre/post-treatment. Such analyses 
inhibit the ability to draw conclusions about the effects of a single treatment component 
on anger. Understanding the specific effects of different treatment skills could aid in the 
development of streamlined treatments for this problem by suggesting the treatment 
component that would be most helpful for a patient and prioritizing its delivery in 
treatment. Such work is important because some research suggests that the average 
number of sessions attended by patients in community treatment settings is less than five 
(Hansen, Lambert, & Forman, 2002; Wolitzsky-Taylor, Zimmerman, Arch, De Guzman, 
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& Lagoasino, 2015). These data, combined with other studies suggesting that patients 
who experience dysregulated anger are at higher risk of dropping out of treatment 
prematurely, further highlights the need to develop efficient treatments.  
The Current Study  
The current literature suggests that two areas of inquiry are important when 
working to improve treatment for dysregulated anger in the context of emotional 
disorders. First, a functional model describing the process by which this anger is or 
maintained is needed. Second, efficient treatment approaches that prioritize the most 
helpful skills to patients would likely result in parsimonious treatment for this patient 
population. In order to begin addressing these questions, this dissertation consists of two 
studies: a qualitative functional analysis of dysregulated anger in emotional disorders and 
an examination of the specific effects of two individual treatment components for this 
problem. 
Study 1 Introduction 
 As previously mentioned, a functional framework describing dysregulated anger 
in the emotional disorders could lend insight into the behaviors maintaining it and 
provide guidance regarding effective treatment strategies. This approach allows for an 
investigation into the antecedents and consequences associated with a given behavior, 
including actions that upregulate emotions. In particular, examining a behavior’s 
consequences can provide insight into the reasons an unhelpful or ineffective action is 
repeated. This understanding then allows for potent, targeted, intervention strategies 
(Bailey & Burch, 2017). For example, applications of this approach have led to advances 
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in the conceptualization and treatment of various clinically relevant problems, such as 
non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI; Bentley, Nock, & Barlow, 2014; Bentley, Nock, Sauer-
Zavala, Gorman, & Barlow, 2017). Indeed, functional models are integral to treatment, as 
differing treatment strategies may be warranted depending on the function a behavior 
serves. However, a functional model for the behavior(s) associated with and maintaining 
dysregulated anger has yet to be determined. The absence of a guiding theoretical 
framework may inhibit the development and application of effective, mechanism-based 
treatment strategies (Roth & Gewirtz, 1998).  
Existing frameworks that have been successful in categorizing other dysfunctional 
behaviors may provide a good starting point for evaluating dysregulated anger in the 
emotional disorders. Because of its utility in describing another dysregulated behavior, 
NSSI, a framework of interest is the four-function model (FFM; see Table 1) in which 
behavior is reinforced along two dichotomous dimensions. The first dimension is intra-
personal, automatically reinforcing (e.g., it produces changes in an internal state) versus 
socially reinforcing (e.g., it produces changes in one’s environment). Second, the 
behavior is reinforced in either a positive (e.g., receiving something desirable) or 
negative (e.g., escaping something undesirable) manner (Nock & Prinstein, 2004). 
Originally developed in the context of NSSI, this model is likely applicable to a wide 
range of problematic behaviors. Indeed, research suggests that angry behavior can 
similarly result in intra-or interpersonal reinforcement that is either positive (e.g., 
compliance with a request) or negative (e.g., escaping from an unwanted task; Gould et 
al., 1996; Painuly et al., 2007). It is important to note that, to the best of our knowledge, a 
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functional analysis of behaviors related to anger has not been conducted, and thus 
requires empirical investigation. The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the 
applicability of the FFM to anger in the context of emotional disorders. 
To begin conducting this research, a combination of qualitative methods and 
ecological momentary assessment (EMA) were used. Qualitative methods allow 
participants to provide their own observations about the triggers and consequences of 
their anger. They are predicated on the guiding principles of collecting detail-rich, 
narrative data in an ecologically valid manner and then working to uncover patterns in 
participants’ responses (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Ritchie, Lewis, Nichols, & Ormston, 
2013). Key aspects of this work include the consideration of an individual’s perspective 
and flexibility in both data collection and analysis. Finally, the flexibility provided by 
both the data and the analytic process allows for iterative data analyses based on 
observations uncovered during analysis (Ritchie et al., 2013). EMA is a tool that allows 
for the collection of ecologically valid data that are crucial in both exploratory and 
qualitative studies. Rather than relying on memory and conducting assessments that are 
spaced at intervals of a week or more, EMA methods allow for the collection of data in 
real time, by asking patients to provide data daily, or multiple times per day (Shiffman, 
Stone, & Hufford, 2008). As an additional benefit, these data tend to have strong 
generalizability to real-world situations. In previous studies, these methods have been 
successfully utilized to obtain data on sensitive behaviors such as interpersonal conflict, 
self-harm, and suicidality in BPD (for a review see Santangelo, Bohus, & Ebner-Priemer, 
2014). 
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 Taken together, a combination of these methods may provide strong data allowing 
for an evaluation of a functional model of dysregulated anger in emotional disorders. 
Thus this study used EMA to collect qualitative data designed to gain insight into 
episodes of elevated anger experienced by study patients. We hypothesized that the FFM 
would provide a good framework for classifying anger episodes.  
Study 1 Methods 
Patients  
 Inclusion criteria. Study patients were 15 individuals who met the following 
inclusion criteria: 1) at least 18 years old, 2) met DSM-5 criteria for a principal (i.e., most 
interfering and severe) diagnosis of at least one anxiety, obsessive compulsive, trauma 
related, or unipolar depressive disorder (APA, 2013), and 3) above the 75th percentile for 
at least one anger expression/control subscale on the STAXI (see measures; Spielberger, 
1999), indicating a level of anger that interferes significantly with functioning 
(Spielberger & Reheiser, 2004). Patients taking any psychotropic medications were 
included if they met criteria for stability at a particular dose (e.g., 8 weeks of a selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitor) and were willing to maintain a stable dose throughout 
treatment.  Individuals were excluded if they: 1) presented with symptoms that required 
immediate prioritization in treatment (i.e., suicidal or homicidal intent, mania, psychosis), 
2) reported periods of anger only in states of delirium, psychosis, or intoxication, 3) were 
receiving other psychological treatment for anger, anxiety, or depression, or 4) had 
received eight or more sessions of CBT in the past five years. 
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 Recruitment. All study procedures were approved by the Boston University 
Institutional Review Board and took place at Boston University’s Center for Anxiety and 
Related Disorders (CARD), an outpatient treatment facility.  Patients were referred 
directly from CARD (n = 8) and were also recruited online (e.g., Craigslist, n = 8).  The 
online advertisement indicated that a study was recruiting patients who experience 
symptoms of depression and/or anxiety and also frequently experience anger. Interested 
individuals completed a brief phone screen to determine the likelihood that they were 
eligible for the study. Those who appeared eligible came to CARD for a screening 
assessment to confirm eligibility, which lasted up to three hours. Consent was obtained 
prior to beginning study procedures. Patients referred from CARD did not have a 
diagnostic assessment conducted specifically for the present study because one is 
administered as part of standard CARD intake procedures. However, patients from the 
community completed the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-5 (Adult 
ADIS-5; Brown & Barlow, 2014) with the clinician in order to confirm the presence of 
inclusion criteria. All patients completed self-report questionnaires as well. Of the 16 
patients who completed screening procedures, 15 met inclusion criteria. 
Patients deemed eligible were enrolled in a treatment study examining the effects 
of two specific treatment skills on dysregulated anger in the context of emotional 
disorders (Study 2). Patients completed EMA assessments for the duration of their 
participation in the treatment study (see Figure 1). They received compensation based on 
the number of assessments they completed for Study 2 as well as a $25 bonus for 
completion of ≥ 80% of the EMA questionnaires (up to $100 total).  
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Patient Demographics and Diagnoses. Patient characteristics are presented in 
Table 2. The average age was 40.5 years (SD = 16.1, range: 24-76 years). The majority of 
patients (n = 8) were male. Nine patients identified as Caucasian, four as Black or 
African American, and two as Asian. None identified as Hispanic. The majority of 
patients (n = 7) reported an annual household income between $25,000 and $75,000 and 
had completed a graduate degree. Patients had an average of 3.47 clinical diagnoses (SD 
= 1.51). The most common principal diagnosis was generalized anxiety disorder (GAD; n 
= 7). Other principal diagnoses were social anxiety disorder (n = 3), post-traumatic stress 
disorder (n = 1), other specified anxiety disorder (separation; n = 1), other specified 
anxiety disorder (GAD; n =1), persistent depressive disorder (PDD; n = 1), and panic 
disorder (PD; n = 1). Three patients were taking psychoactive medications and met the 
aforementioned medication stability criteria before beginning study procedures. Eight 
patients had elevated STAXI AXI scores (see measures) indicating that they 
predominantly expressed their anger inward by means such as suppression. Five patients 
indicated that they tended to express their anger outward (AXO; e.g., yelling, breaking 
objects). One patient had elevated scores on the both of the aforementioned scales and 
one patient’s data indicated that he expended a lot of energy working to prevent 
manifestations of anger (STAXI ACO). Additionally, three patients with elevated AXI 
scores also had elevated ACO scores.  
Measures 
Adult Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-5 (Adult ADIS-5; 
Brown & Barlow, 2014). The Adult ADIS-5 was used to confirm that patients met 
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criteria for at least one DSM-5 emotional disorder. It is a semi-structured, diagnostic 
clinical interview that focuses on current and lifetime symptoms of DSM-5 anxiety, 
mood, obsessive-compulsive, somatoform, trauma and stressor-related, and substance use 
disorders. In this study, only current symptoms were assessed. This measure has 
demonstrated good interrater reliability for the diagnosis of mood and anxiety disorders 
(Brown, DiNardo, Lehman, & Campbell, 2001). In addition to establishing the presence 
or absence of the aforementioned disorders, diagnoses are also assigned a clinical 
severity rating (CSR) on a scale from 0 (no symptoms) to 8 (extremely severe symptoms) 
in order to provide a more dimensional assessment. A CSR of 4 (definitely 
disturbing/disabling) or above is considered to be above the clinical threshold. 
State Trait Anger Expression Inventory (STAXI; Spielberger, 1999). This 
measure was used to confirm anger-related inclusion criteria and consists of 57 
statements that ask participants to rate how much each one applies to them on a scale 
from 1 (not at all) to 4 (very much so). Four of the STAXI’s 12 subscales were used in 
the current study: anger expression out (AXO; i.e., the extent to which someone 
expresses their anger in an outwardly negative or poorly controlled manner), anger 
expression in (AXI; i.e., the tendency to suppress anger when experiencing it), anger 
control out (ACO; i.e., expending energy to monitor and control expressions of anger), 
and anger control in (ACI; i.e., how often someone attempts to relax or calm down when 
angry). Subscales are summed with higher scores indicating greater severity. Scores on 
these subscales are considered elevated if they are above the 75th percentile of the adult 
psychiatric normative sample; different norms are available for male and female patients. 
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Several psychometric studies have indicated that this measure has strong reliability and 
concurrent validity (Eckhardt, Norlander, & Deffenbacher, 2004; Lievaart, Franken, & 
Hovens, 2016, Spielberger, 1999).  
Anger monitoring questions (AMQ). The AMQ constituted the EMA. In this 
study, EMA was signal and event contingent (i.e. patients received reminders to fill out 
the forms and were also instructed to self-initiate an entry when they experienced anger; 
Nock et al., 2009). Signal contingent entries were prompted twice per day by a text 
message containing a link to the AMQ survey. The AMQ were completed using Qualtrics 
(www.qualtrics.com), an online data collection platform designed for use in research 
studies. 
The AMQ consisted of a structured series of open-ended questions that were 
developed for the present study and designed to assess a period of elevated anger in order 
to inform the functional analysis. First, patients were asked if they experienced elevated 
anger since their last EMA entry. If anger was reported, patients were asked follow-up 
questions regarding the antecedents, behaviors, and consequences associated with their 
anger. Patients were allowed to cite and rate multiple instances of anger, as well as 
multiple antecedents, behaviors, and consequences. They were allowed to provide as 
much information as they wanted in answer to these questions via open text fields in the 
online survey.  
Coding Process and Data Analysis 
 The data coding process was guided by principles of theoretical thematic analysis 
(Braun & Clarke, 2006). In this methodology, themes (or codes) are determined in 
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advance and are often based on a pre-existing theoretical framework. In this study, codes 
were derived from literature on functional frameworks for classifying behaviors (e.g., the 
FFM). In contrast to a semantic approach which relies on the explicit statements in the 
data, these data were analyzed at the latent level in which researchers made inferences 
about the underlying motivations present for each patient during their anger episodes 
(Braun & Clarke, 2006). This method was used because a patient might not explicitly 
acknowledge the function an anger-related behavior serves them (and may not even be 
aware of such terminology). Thus, this coding strategy allowed the researchers, who are 
trained in functional analysis, to apply these concepts to the data even in the absence of 
explicit reference to them. 
Data were qualitatively coded by two doctoral students in clinical psychology. 
Both coders had four years of experience conducting functional analysis and they had an 
average of three and half years’ experience qualitatively coding narrative data (SD = 
1.41). To start, each coder independently reviewed the EMA data and determined 
whether or not an entry contained enough information to be coded. If sufficient material 
was present, the coder assigned the entry to one of the described functions. Coders 
assigned a “1” to the category they felt best described each anger episode and a “0” to all 
other categories. Categories were: 1) intrapersonal-negative (e.g., to decrease/distract 
from negative thoughts/feelings), 2) intrapersonal-positive (e.g., to generate 
feeling/sensation when experiencing numbness or anhedonia), 3) interpersonal-negative 
(e.g., to escape from some undesirable social situation), and 4) interpersonal-positive 
(e.g., to communicate with/seek help from others). They were required to choose only 
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one function per episode. The coders subsequently met and resolved any discrepancies 
through discussion.  
 Because the goal of the study was to begin identifying a functional model that 
describes anger in the emotional disorders, the primary outcome was interrater agreement 
between coders. This statistic examines whether multiple raters are equivalent in their 
assignation of codes and was calculated for the identified codes by dividing the number 
of ratings that were in agreement by the total number of ratings. A threshold of 70 
percent agreement, which is the gold standard for qualitative data coding reliability 
(LeBreton & Senter, 2008), was used to determine whether a model provided a good 
method of classifying anger episodes.  
Study 1 Results  
A total 2,077 EMA responses were collected from the 15 study patients (M = 
138.47, SD = 88.02), 262 of which contained qualitative data regarding an experience of 
anger and enough information to be assigned a code (M = 17.47, SD = 14.90). Data 
analysis began by following the steps outlined above and using codes derived from the 
FFM.  
Four Function Model  
 This coding scheme consisted of the four aforementioned reinforcement 
categories. After coding 214 responses (11 patients) using the FFM, the coders agreed 
that this model imposed a system that did not reflect their observations of the data. Two 
important observations were derived from these data analyses. First, it was often difficult 
to differentiate intra- and interpersonal functions from one another. Patients frequently 
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reported using intrapersonal emotion regulation strategies in interpersonal situations and 
the coders frequently disagreed on these codes. For example, many patients reported 
ruminating during conversations in order to resist verbal arguments. One coder might 
classify this behavior as interpersonal, because it was occurring in an interpersonal 
context, whereas the other coder would classify it as intrapersonal because all of the 
patient’s reported emotion regulation was being conducted internally.  
Second, the coders noted that this model was not able to capture instances in 
which consequences of the experience and expression of anger were punishing to the 
individual. While the majority of responses did indicate reinforcement, the coders felt 
that information was being lost by not capturing experiences in which anger resulted in 
consequences that the patient found aversive. In the example below, patient 109 describes 
a time when her anger disrupted her evening plans: 
Antecedent: “I had my evening planned out and it was going really well then I 
was interrupted by my boyfriend and his friend which derailed my plans and upset me” 
Behavior: “I told my boyfriend off. Definitely yelled and said I needed to be left 
alone.” 
Consequences: “I was really upset and it took me quite a long time to calm down. 
It totally derailed my plan to go to bed early, etc. and honestly, I’m still pretty annoyed 
about it.” 
Supporting the coders’ observations of difficulty using the FFM, interrater 
agreement was 59.4% and below the acceptable threshold. Thus coding of this model 
ceased and another model was explored. 
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Operant Model  
 Based on the observations gleaned while coding using the FFM, a different 
thematic analysis was performed using an operant model as a framework (Skinner, 1963; 
1981). In contrast to the FFM, the operant model includes a description of how a 
behavior can result in consequences that are punishing to the individual. Second, it does 
not draw a distinction between intra- and interpersonal functions of behavior. Operant 
models follow the general principle that behavior followed by a desirable consequence is 
more likely to be repeated whereas behavior followed by an undesirable consequence is 
less likely to be repeated (Thorndike, 1898; 1927). More specifically: 1) a behavior 
results in either something being added to the environment (positive) or something being 
removed (negative), and 2) the consequences of a behavior are either reinforcing (i.e., 
make the behavior more likely to be repeated) or punishing (i.e., make the behavior less 
likely to be repeated; McLeod, 2007). Therefore this coding scheme consisted of four 
codes: positive reinforcement (i.e., behavior followed by a [rewarding] consequence 
making it likely to be repeated), positive punishment (i.e., behavior results in the addition 
of a [undesirable] consequence reducing the likelihood it will be repeated), negative 
reinforcement (i.e., behavior results in the removal of a [aversive] consequence, 
increasing the likelihood  it will be repeated), and negative punishment (i.e., behavior 
followed by the removal of a [rewarding] consequence making it less likely to be 
repeated). Interrater agreement for this coding scheme was 77.1%, which is above the 
acceptable threshold for qualitative coding agreement, suggesting that that this model 
provided a good framework for classifying the anger episodes in the data. Table 3 
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provides information about the number of responses falling into each functional analytic 
category. Information about each individual functional analytic category as well as 
examples, are provided below.  
The most commonly coded category was positive reinforcement (n = 138), 
suggesting that anger and its related behaviors were most often reinforced for patients 
because they resulted in the addition of something desirable that could be internal (e.g., 
catharsis) or external (e.g., praise). Of note, the two patients who completed the most 
EMA responses (108 and 109) provided responses that were predominantly classified in 
this category. These patients completed about twice as many EMA entries as the patient 
who completed the next highest amount (107, n = 23). This category was the most 
commonly coded for eight patients (102, 104, 108, 109, 111, 113, 114, 115). In the 
following example, patient 108 describes an instance in which her angry behavior led to 
being praised: 
Antecedent: “Vehicle parked in the bus stop right as my bus was coming and they 
refused to move.” 
Behavior: “Yelled and swore at the driver.” 
Consequence: “Nothing he left it [the car] there and then the bus driver told me 
he almost didn't stop as he couldn't see me and was pleased I spoke to him like a marine, 
thanking me again when I got off even though the truck/van did not move.” 
The second most commonly coded category was negative reinforcement (n = 85), 
which described instances in which a patient’s anger and/or anger-related behaviors 
resulted in the removal of an undesirable stimulus (e.g., reducing a negative emotion, 
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escaping an unpleasant social situation). Four patients’ responses (105, 107, 112, 116) 
were predominantly coded in this category. Additionally one patient (106) had an equal 
number of responses coded in both the positive reinforcement and negative reinforcement 
categories. Below, patient 107 describes an instance in which leaving a difficult situation 
felt like the best option and also led to a desired outcome: 
Antecedent: “One of the supervising attorneys sent me on a mission for no reason 
and called another attorney to do my argument. An argument that I was prepared to do.” 
Behavior: “I did not speak with her for the rest of the day.” 
Consequence: “The attorney apologized.” 
Positive punishment, which is characterized by the addition of aversive 
consequences, was the next most commonly observed code (n = 29).  This punishment 
can be interpersonal or intrapsychic (e.g., a fight with a partner, exacerbating a negative 
emotion, respectively). Two patients (101, 110) had an equal number of responses coded 
in this category and in positive reinforcement. Here, patient 101 describes an incident in 
which acting on her anger made her feel worse: 
Antecedent: “Feeling rejected by my partner.” 
Behavior: “Responded to him in a passive aggressive way.” 
Consequence: “He felt bad. Then I felt bad for making him feel bad instead of just 
being understanding towards him.” 
Finally, the least frequently coded category was negative punishment, which 
describes instances in which a behavior leads to the withdrawal of desirable stimuli (n = 
10). This code described instances in which anger resulted in the removal of a desirable 
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stimulus and was not the most commonly coded function for any of the study patients. In 
this example, patient 113 describes how her anger kept her from completing tasks at work 
(which she usually found satisfying to do):  
Antecedent: “Certain family expectations.” 
Behavior: “I just bottled it up and tried to problem solve.” 
Consequence: “[I was] distracted from other tasks.”  
Study 1 Discussion 
 The primary purpose of this study was to explore a functional analytic framework 
for classifying episodes of dysregulated anger in the context of emotional disorders. First, 
the FFM, a model originally used to describe NSSI, was utilized (Nock & Prinstein, 
2004). However, coding using this model resulted in unacceptable levels of interrater 
agreement. Research supports the use of the FFM to describe the functions of NSSI (e.g., 
Nock & Prinstein, 2004; for a review see Bentley et al., 2014). Theoretically, there was a 
strong argument that it would pertain to other dysregulated emotions and behaviors; thus 
the difficulty applying it to anger in the emotional disorders was unexpected. However, 
during the coding process, it became clear that this coding scheme was not able to capture 
instances in which an emotion or behavior resulted in an aversive experience for the 
patient. Additionally, the coders had difficulty agreeing on whether some behaviors 
functioned intra- or interpersonally. Using these observations a second coding model, 
based on Skinner’s theory of operant conditioning, was explored (Skinner, 1963; 1981). 
This model resulted in more acceptable interrater agreement.  
The operant model remediated the two problems noted while coding the FFM. 
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First, it provided a framework for coding experiences in which a behavior produced an 
aversive event. These occurrences are important to capture because they provide a more 
complete picture of the patient’s experience with anger, and they can build motivation for 
change. Indeed, the patients in this study were part of a treatment study. It is possible that 
the punishing nature of some of their encounters with anger might have motivated them 
to seek treatment in the first place. Second, the operant model did not distinguish between 
intra- and interpersonal functions. It appears that the distinction between intra- and 
interpersonal behaviors related to anger is not always clear – they undoubtedly have 
bidirectional, reciprocal, relationships and may not be important when understanding the 
function anger serves in this patient population.  
The qualitative analysis indicated that in the operant model, anger and its related 
behaviors most often served a positive reinforcement function. That is, they tended to add 
something desirable to the patient’s experience (e.g., getting what they wanted from 
someone else, praise, etc.), making them likely to repeat the behavior. Some research 
suggests that patients can perceive aggressive behaviors, which are typically prompted by 
anger, as cathartic and rewarding, especially if they are retaliatory (Bushman, 
Baumeister, & Phillips, 2001; Chester, 2017; Chester et al., 2016; Ramírez, Bonniot-
Cabanac, & Cabanac, 2005). Therefore, it is possible that these behaviors sometimes 
provide both intra- and interpersonal reinforcement simultaneously. That is, the patient 
may experience reward because they get a desired outcome from another person and also 
because they feel a sense of catharsis. This may help explain the difficulty coders had in 
differentiating intra- and interpersonal functions of behavior and lends support to the idea 
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that this distinction may not be paramount when evaluating anger. However, this result 
should be interpreted with caution because data from the two patients who completed the 
most EMA entries accounted for about half of the described experiences that fell into this 
category. Thus it is possible that these data are skewed due to a response bias. It is also 
possible that patients for whom anger serves a positive reinforcement function are more 
likely to complete EMA entries than other patients (e.g., perhaps feeling better after 
getting angry motivates them to recount the angry episode).  
The next most commonly endorsed category was negative reinforcement, which 
describes a behavior that results in removal of an undesirable stimulus (e.g., a painful 
memory or emotion). Combined, the positive and negative reinforcement categories 
described 84.7% of the EMA entries. However, the fact that not all experiences with 
anger could be classified as reinforcing supports the coders’ observation that it is 
important to also identify instances in which anger is aversive and to have a functional 
model that captures this aspect of anger. Additionally, and in support of this observation, 
research suggests that aggression, which describes behavior that is typically driven by 
anger (see Cassiello-Robbins & Barlow, 2016), can be associated with either positive or 
negative affect (for a review see Chester, 2017). 
It is important to consider the results of this study in the context of its limitations. 
First, given the small sample size, these results should be considered preliminary and 
require replication. Second, because these data were gathered during an intervention 
study (Study 2), explicit directions regarding how to complete a functional analysis were 
not provided to patients. In fact, the EMA was specifically designed to reduce its 
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likelihood of having intervention effects (i.e., providing insight that might motivate 
patients to change their behavior) in order to avoid confounding the results of the second 
study. However, an explanation of functional analysis, including its components 
(antecedents, behaviors, and consequences) would likely have helped the study patients 
provide clearer data. Finally, it could have been helpful to differentiate between the short-
term and long-term consequences resulting from a patient’s anger. Literature on emotion 
regulation often differentiates between short- and long-term consequences of behaviors 
(e.g., Chapman, Rosenthal, & Leung, 2009; Chapman, Specht, & Cellucci, 2005; Mogg, 
Bradley, Miles, & Dixon, 2004; Sauer-Zavala & Barlow, 2014). Some literature suggests 
that unhelpful behaviors are maintained because they produce a desired effect in the 
short-term while paradoxically maintaining the symptoms of the disorder in the long-term 
(Sauer-Zavala & Barlow, 2014). Unfortunately, this type of information was not able to 
be captured in this study due to the need to reduce the likelihood of intervention effects 
from EMA and the possibility that psychoeducation regarding short- and long-term 
consequences of behavior would lead to behavior change. Future research gathering such 
data would help to further substantiate the use of an operant model in describing 
dysregulated anger and also allow for more detailed information that could help refine it.  
Despite these limitations, this study also had several notable strengths. The use of 
EMA allowed for the collection of detail-rich data in real time. Additionally, qualitative 
methods provided a good framework for conducting exploratory analyses that allowed 
each patient’s data to be considered in their own context. Further, this study is among the 
first to systematically explore a functional analytic model describing anger in the context 
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of emotional disorders. Such a model may be helpful in the development and assessment 
of intervention strategies.  
Study 2 Introduction 
As noted earlier, a treatment for anger in the context of emotional disorders that 
can simultaneously address several dysregulated emotions is likely to be the most 
efficient because such patients experience dysregulated anger as well as anxiety, 
depressive, and related disorders. Additionally, based on the results of Study 1, treatment 
that includes the ability to intervene on operantly reinforced behaviors may also be of 
value. Emerging research offers a model describing psychopathology that may capture 
both of these concepts: the model of emotional disorders.  
Model of Emotional Disorders and Anger 
 Research on emotional disorders has begun to emphasize the commonalities 
among them, as opposed to focusing on their surface level differences (i.e., specific 
symptoms). From this standpoint, all of these disorders are characterized by the 
experience of frequent and intense negative emotions accompanied by the perception that 
they are unacceptable or uncontrollable (neuroticism; Barlow, Sauer-Zavala, Carl, Bullis, 
& Ellard, 2014; Cassiello-Robbins, Wilner, & Sauer-Zavala, 2016). Additionally, 
emotional disorders appear to be maintained by this aversive reaction to one’s emotions 
combined with efforts to escape or avoid such emotional experiences through the use of 
avoidance-based emotion regulation strategies, including emotion-driven behaviors 
(EDBs). These behaviors are derived from the action tendency associated with an 
emotion (e.g., anger prompts defensive or protective behavior such as yelling), which are 
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often adaptive (i.e., yelling can help one protect themselves when threatened). However, 
in the case of EDBs, and other avoidance-based strategies, the behavior is less helpful 
because it paradoxically reduce distress in the short-term while maintaining symptoms in 
the long-term (Sauer-Zavala & Barlow, 2014). Thus, in this model it is not the experience 
of strong emotions that is problematic but how one responds to them. 
 Anger theoretically fits well into the described model of emotional disorders. 
Akin to other emotions, individuals can respond to this emotion in a way that leads to 
and/or maintains its frequency and intensity. In the emotional disorder framework, this 
response might consist an aversive reaction to the experience of anger, and subsequently 
attempting to escape or avoid this emotion. For example, sometimes individuals 
“explode” (i.e., throw things, shout) to “release tension” associated with feeling angry. 
Like other EDBs, this behavior reduces emotional intensity in the short-term, thus 
reinforcing it, while maintaining difficulties regulating anger in the long-term. As another 
example, the suppression of unwanted thoughts or emotions can have a “rebound effect” 
that results in increased negative affectivity (Davies & Clark, 1998). Therefore patients 
who suppress their angry thoughts might escape them in the short-term but inadvertently 
exacerbate their negative emotions in the long-term. Importantly, this model includes the 
reinforcement principles identified as important to the understanding of dysregulated 
anger in Study 1 providing preliminary empirical support for its applicability in 
describing dysregulated anger occurring in the context of an emotional disorder.  
Conceptualizations of emotional disorders using this framework have facilitated 
the development of transdiagnostic treatments. These treatments focus on targeting the 
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underlying mechanisms common to psychological disorders and are implicated in their 
etiology and maintenance. One such treatment is the Unified Protocol for Transdiagnostic 
Treatment of Emotional Disorders (UP), which intervenes on targets deriving from the 
previously described model of emotional disorders (Barlow, Farchione, et al., 2018; 
Barlow, Sauer-Zavala, et al., 2018). The UP is a transdiagnostic, cognitive behavioral 
treatment that helps patients cultivate a more accepting and willing attitude towards their 
emotions in order to remediate the factors that are thought to maintain emotional 
disorders (i.e., aversive reactions to and subsequent attempts to escape or avoid emotions, 
that, in turn, prevent extinction of emotional reactivity; Wilamowska et al., 2010). The 
protocol consists of eight modules: motivation enhancement, psychoeducation, mindful 
emotion awareness, cognitive flexibility, countering emotional behaviors, awareness and 
tolerance of physical sensations [interoceptive exposures], emotion exposures, and 
relapse prevention.  
Evidence from pilot studies, case series, open trials, and randomized controlled 
trials supports the UP’s efficacy in treating the range of emotional disorders including 
heterogeneous anxiety disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder, major depressive 
disorder, bipolar disorder, post-traumatic stress disorders, and BPD (Barlow et al., 2017; 
Barlow & Farchione, 2017; Boswell, Anderson, & Barlow, 2014; Ellard, Deckersbach, 
Sylvia, Nierenberg, & Barlow, 2012; Ellard, Fairholme, Boisseau, Farchione, & Barlow, 
2012; Farchione et al., 2012; Gallagher, 2017; Lopez et al., 2015; Sauer-Zavala, Bentley, 
& Wilner, 2016; Varkovitsky, Sherril, & Reger, 2017). Indeed, the success of the UP in 
treating BPD, a disorder in which dysregulated anger is often prominent, suggests that it 
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might effectively treat elevated anger. Unfortunately, previous studies of the UP for BPD 
have not examined anger-related outcomes specifically. Another small study suggested 
that treatment with the UP resulted in small, non-significant reductions in anger 
(Cassiello-Robbins et al., 2017). However, the sample in this study was recruited as part 
of a treatment study for heterogeneous anxiety disorders; elevated anger was not an 
inclusion criterion nor was it a treatment target. Taken together, it appears that it may be 
possible to effectively target dysregulated anger using a transdiagnostic treatment, but 
empirical investigation is needed.  
Potential Treatment Mechanisms 
As previously mentioned, identifying specific skills that are effective for 
addressing dysregulated anger in the context of emotional disorders can aid in the 
development of efficient treatments that prioritize the most useful skill(s) for a given 
patient. Such efforts are especially important for patients with dysregulated anger because 
they are at higher risk for dropping out of treatment than patients without it (e.g., 
Cassiello-Robbins & Barlow, 2016). Therefore there is a need to identify effective skills 
for this problem and deliver them efficiently with the hope of producing improvements 
early in treatment. The literature suggests that two treatment skills might be particularly 
promising this patient population: mindfulness and behavior change.  
Both brief and long-term mindfulness have been shown to produce improvements 
in the symptoms of anxiety and depression (Chambers, Lo, & Allen, 2008; Hofmann, 
Sawyer, Witt, & Oh, 2012; Hölzel et al., 2011; Zeidan, Johnson, Diamond, David, & 
Goolkasian, 2010). Several aspects of mindfulness make it a potentially powerful 
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treatment for anger as well (e.g., Wright, Day, & Howells, 2009). First, it increases 
emotional awareness allowing individuals to detect when they deviate from homeostasis 
and intervene before engaging in unhelpful emotion regulation strategies (Baer, 2003; 
Cox, Funasaki, Smith, & Mezulis, 2012; Kabat-Zinn, 1982; Novaco, 2003; Raes & 
Williams, 2010; Teasdale, 1999). Second, research suggests that mindfulness can 
interrupt anger rumination, a process that often leads to upregulation of anger (Borders & 
Lu, 2017; Eisenlohr-Moul, Peters, Pond, & DeWall, 2016; Peters et al., 2015; Takebe, 
Takahashi, & Sato, 2015). However, the majority of the evidence supporting this link has 
been conducted in experimental or observational studies using college students. Thus, the 
effects of mindfulness as a treatment for anger in a sample of patients with emotional 
disorders has yet to be determined. In a trial of dialectical behavior therapy (DBT), which 
contains a mindfulness component (as one of many components), patients experienced a 
reduction in anger (Neacsiu, Rompogren, Eberle, & McMahon, 2017; Rizvi, Steffel, & 
Carson-Wong, 2013). This trial provided support for the potential of treating anger in the 
context of an emotional disorder, but did not analyze the unique contribution of 
mindfulness. 
Behavior change is another treatment component that may parsimoniously 
address dysregulated anger in the context of emotional disorders. A long-standing tenet 
of emotion science is that the most powerful strategy for changing emotions is to change 
the action tendency associated with that emotion (Barlow, 1988). In the context of 
emotional disorders, eliminating the use of EDBs allows one to experience an emotion 
fully, reducing the perception that the emotion is unacceptable and thus minimizing the 
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need to rely on avoidance-based emotion regulation strategies in the future. With regard 
to anger, there is evidence that replacing maladaptive anger-driven behavior with 
adaptive behavior (i.e., taking a walk instead of yelling) can result in decreased anger 
when provoked (Denson, DeWall, & Finkel, 2012; DiGiuseppe, 2011; Dykeman, 2000; 
Galovski & Blanchard, 2002; Wilner, Jones, Tams, & Green, 2002). DBT also contains 
skills dedicated to helping patients change the action tendencies of maladaptive 
emotional responses, and this treatment regularly demonstrates reductions in anger 
(Neacsiu, Bohus, & Linehan, 2014; Neacsiu et al., 2017). However, similar to 
mindfulness, the unique effects of this treatment component have yet to be examined.  
The aforementioned transdiagnostic treatment framework may provide the most 
efficient lens for evaluating and treating dysregulated anger in co-occurring emotional 
disorders. The UP contains modules targeting both mindfulness and behavior change. 
Further, preliminary research suggests that these components are truly modular; that is, 
they are able to be delivered in isolation without compromising their integrity or intended 
effects (Sauer-Zavala et al., 2017). Given these advantages, it makes strong conceptual 
sense to apply these UP modules in a systematic way to the treatment of dysregulated 
anger in the context of emotional disorders in order begin drawing conclusions regarding 
their effects on anger in this context.  
Study Aims 
 The present study had several aims. First, to examine the specific effects of two 
treatment components (mindful emotional awareness and behavior change) in isolation 
and/or combination as treatment for dysregulated anger. Second, to evaluate the 
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maintenance of treatment gains over the course of treatment and at one-month follow-up. 
Third, to evaluate whether changes in anger correspond with changes in anxiety and 
depression; and fourth to examine the relationship between skill acquisition and changes 
in anger. Finally, an exploratory aim was to examine differential patterns of treatment 
response idiographically. 
Hypotheses  
Hypothesis 1. Patients will experience a clinically meaningful reduction in anger 
experience/expression in response to the mindful emotional awareness module. 
Hypothesis 2. Patients will experience a clinically meaningful reduction in anger 
experience/expression in response to the countering emotional behaviors module. 
Hypothesis 3. Patients who do not respond to the first treatment module will see clinically 
significant reductions in anger experience and/or expression in response to the alternate 
module. 
Hypothesis 4. Treatment gains will be maintained over the follow-up period. 
Hypothesis 5. Changes in anger will positively correlate with changes in anxiety and 
depression 
Hypothesis 6. Greater acquisition of mindfulness and behavior change skills will be 
associated with symptom improvement 
In addition, in an exploratory fashion, we will look at the extent and timing of treatment 
response as a function of individual patient characteristics and treatment components. 
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Study 2 Methods 
Patients  
 Patients were a subset of 10 patients from Study 1 and met the same 
inclusion/exclusion criteria. These 10 patients were included in Study 2 analyses because 
they completed the full treatment protocol (see Study Procedures). 
         The characteristics of the study sample are presented in Table 2. The average age 
was 35.5 years (SD = 14.9; range 24 – 67 years) and the majority of patients (n = 7) were 
female. Four patients identified as Caucasian, four identified as Black or African 
American, and two identified as Asian. None identified as Hispanic. The majority of 
patients (n = 6) reported an annual household income between $25,000 and $75,000 and 
had completed graduate level education. Patients had an average of 3.6 clinical diagnoses 
(SD = 1.78). The most common principal diagnosis was generalized anxiety disorder 
(GAD; n = 4). Other principal diagnoses were social anxiety disorder (n = 3), post-
traumatic stress disorder (n = 1), other specified anxiety disorder (separation; n = 1), and 
other specified anxiety disorder (GAD; n =1).  Two patients were taking psychoactive 
medications that were stable before beginning study procedures, based on the 
aforementioned criteria. Six patients had elevated scores indicating that they 
predominantly coped with their anger by means such as suppression (STAXI AXI, see 
measures). The remaining patients (n = 4)  indicated that they tended to express their 
anger outward (e.g., yelling, breaking objects; AXO). Three patients who predominantly 
expressed their anger inward also indicated that they expended a lot of energy working to 
prevent manifestations of anger (STAXI ACO). 
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Study Design 
This study utilized single case experimental design (SCED), a methodology that 
provides a powerful and cost-effective framework in which to conduct research aimed at 
identifying treatment mechanisms and isolating treatment effects (Barlow, Nock, & 
Hersen, 2009; Bulté & Onghena, 2008). In SCEDs, each patient acts as their own control, 
serving as a unique experiment and providing strong internal validity. Replication of 
treatment effects across patients provides some external validity. Further, the frequent 
data collection (typically daily or weekly) used in these designs provides for an 
idiographic evaluation of intra-subject variability in an individual’s response to a given 
intervention and allows for flexible treatment delivery based on this response. Thus, 
SCEDs provide an ideal way to begin identifying optimal treatments and drawing strong 
causal inferences regarding the effects of specific treatment components on emotions and 
behaviors (Barlow et al., 2009; Kazdin, 2001). 
 The current study employed a counterbalanced, randomized, combined-series 
(multiple baseline and phase change) design, which allows for both within- and between-
subject comparisons. The initial baseline phase served as a control phase to establish 
baseline anger levels and symptom severity, with repeated measurement administered but 
no intervention applied. Varying the length of this baseline facilitated an assessment as to 
whether changes in symptoms occurred when, and only when, a treatment module was 
introduced; patients in this study were assigned to a two- or four-week baseline. A 
patient’s subsequent trajectory was then determined by any changes in anger that may or 
may not have occurred during baseline. Anger was reassessed after baseline in order to 
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establish whether or not repeated measurements during this phase had any intervention 
effects that might confound the results of the study treatment. Next, patients either 
received four weeks of a treatment module (mindful emotional awareness or countering 
emotional behaviors), spent two additional weeks in baseline to allow symptoms to 
stabilize, or, if marked improvement occurred, entered the follow-up phase without 
receiving treatment (which did not happen in this study). For patients who completed an 
initial intervention, the remainder of treatment was determined by their response to the 
first treatment module. Patients either received the alternate treatment component, 
entered the follow-up phase, or returned to a two-week baseline followed by the alternate 
intervention. Regardless of treatment trajectory, all patients completed a one-month 
follow-up phase to examine the duration of treatment effects. This data driven treatment 
trajectory allowed for treatment personalization and an understanding of the each 
module’s effects in both isolation and combination.  
Study Procedures  
 All study procedures took place at Boston University’s Center for Anxiety and 
Related Disorders (CARD) and the Boston University Institutional Review Board 
approved all study procedures. CARD is an outpatient treatment facility located in 
Boston. All study assessments and treatment sessions were conducted by the lead 
investigator (CR), a Master’s level clinician in an APA approved doctoral program in 
Clinical Psychology. 
 Patients were referred directly from CARD (n = 5) and were also recruited online 
(e.g.,  Craigslist; n = 5). The previously described online advertisement was used (see 
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Study 1 Study Procedures). Interested patients completed a brief phone screen to 
determine the likelihood that they were eligible for the study. Those who appeared 
eligible came to CARD, signed informed consent, and completed a screening assessment 
to confirm their eligibility which lasted up to three hours. Patients referred from CARD 
did not have a diagnostic assessment conducted as one is administered as part of standard 
CARD intake procedures. However, those recruited online completed the Anxiety 
Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-5 (Adult ADIS-5; Brown & Barlow, 2014, see 
Measures) with the clinician in order to confirm the presence of inclusion criteria. All 
patients completed self-report questionnaires as well.  
Patients who met inclusion criteria were randomized to a two- or four-week 
baseline period, during which they completed daily and weekly measures regarding their 
experiences with anger (see Measures). Daily monitoring took the form of ecological 
momentary assessment (EMA), which was both signal and event contingent (i.e. patients 
received reminders to fill out the forms and were also instructed to self-initiate an entry 
when they experienced anger; Nock, Prinstein, & Sterba, 2009). Signal contingent entries 
occurred twice per day (at midday and end-of-day). Both the EMA and the weekly 
assessments were completed via Qualtrics Research Suite (www.qualtrics.com), an online 
survey platform designed specifically for research data collection. Due to the possibility 
that such behavioral monitoring and frequent assessment could have intervention effects, 
changes in anger were assessed at the end of the initial baseline period. Patients were then 
classified as nonresponders, partial responders, or responders, as defined below.  
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Responders. Patients were classified as responders if they achieved reliable 
change using a reliable change index calculation (see Data Analytic Strategy) on their 
clinically elevated STAXI subscales. These patients went directly to the one-month 
follow-up phase.  
Nonresponders. Patients who did not achieve reliable change immediately began 
treatment. 
Partial responders. Patients who achieved reliable change on some but not all of 
their elevated STAXI subscales were asked to spend two additional weeks in baseline in 
order to allow symptoms to stabilize. At the end of the return to baseline there was a 
“decision point.” If a patient reached responder status, he/she began the follow-up phase. 
If not, the patient continued to the treatment phase of the study.  
 Patients who did not respond during the baseline phase were randomized to 
receive either the mindful emotional awareness or the countering emotional behaviors 
module of the UP for four sessions. After the first treatment module, patients were again 
classified as responders, partial responders, or nonresponders based on any changes that 
occurred during the first treatment module, using the previously supplied definitions. 
Responders went directly to the one-month follow-up phase of the study and continued to 
complete all measures. Non-responders immediately began the second module (i.e., if 
they received countering emotional behaviors they received mindful emotional awareness 
and vice versa) and then proceeded to the follow-up phase. Finally, partial responders 
returned to baseline for two weeks. The return to baseline reduced carryover effects by 
providing a time when treatment was not actively applied in order to allow behavior to
 1 A patient was considered a study completer if they attended at least four sessions of 
treatment and the last follow-up assessment. 
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stabilize before deciding whether or not to introduce a new treatment component. After 
the return to baseline there was a “decision point” where subsequent treatment was 
determined by the patient’s response thus far. If the patient reached responder status after 
these two weeks, he/she continued to the follow-up phase. If not, the patient received the 
second treatment module and then proceeded to the follow-up phase. Examples of the 
aforementioned treatment structures can be seen in Figure 2. 
 Patients received monetary compensation based on the number of phases they 
completed and a bonus for ≥ 80% compliance with EMA questionnaires (up to $100 
total). A number of protections were in place should any risk arise during the course of 
the study. If a patient disclosed suicidal or homicidal ideation or intent at any point in the 
study the PI conducted a risk assessment to determine the appropriate course of action 
which included safety planning, providing resources (i.e., suicide hotlines), and 
contacting 911. All study procedures took place at CARD where a licensed clinician was 
on site, available to consult, and could facilitate involuntary hospitalization if needed. 
Additionally, the PI continually monitored patient data and discussed patient progress 
with her supervisor (DHB) in regular meetings. Both CR and DHB were available by cell 
phone at all times for psychiatric emergencies. If a patient evidenced clinical 
deterioration, procedures were in place to withdraw said patient and connect them to the 
appropriate follow-up care (either CARD services or other referrals). 
 1 A patient was considered a study completer if they attended at least four sessions of 
treatment and the last follow-up assessment. 
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 Ten study completers1 were needed in order to conduct the proposed analyses. 
Patient flow is displayed in Figure 1. Of the 50 individuals who completed a phone 
screen, 16 completed an in-person screening visit. The majority of patients who were not 
eligible for an in-person screening visit either did not endorse sufficient anger or were 
unable to make the time commitment to the study. All of the patients who attended the in- 
person screening appointment provided informed consent. One did not meet the inclusion 
criteria and was not randomized. The remaining 15 patients were randomized and began 
study procedures. Two of these individuals dropped out of the study during baseline due 
to the time commitment. Another patient reached responder status during baseline and 
asked to be withdrawn from the study because he did not want to complete the follow up 
assessments if he did not receive treatment. One patient was withdrawn by the principal 
investigator after the first treatment session (of the mindful emotion awareness module) 
due to clinical deterioration related to increased alcohol consumption and escalating 
problems at work (e.g., yelling at colleagues). This patient requested referrals to a 
psychiatrist, which were provided. Additionally, the principal investigator and her 
supervisor (DHB) recommended to the patient that he pursue an assessment for dementia 
based on the patient’s age (76 years old) and several of the problems he described (e.g., 
memory loss, personality change). Finally, one patient was withdrawn from the study 
after his third treatment session (of the mindful emotion awareness module) because he 
was unable to continue attending sessions due to the commute coming to CARD. He was 
provided with referrals closer to his home.  
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 All of the patients who did not complete the study were male and Caucasian. 
Additionally, four of these patients indicated an income of over $100,000 per year and 
one reported his income as $25,000 – 50,000. On the other hand, seven out of the 10 
study completers identified as female; there was racial diversity in this sample as well. 
Additionally, those who did not complete appeared to be older (M = 50.6 years, SD = 
14.77) than the completers (M = 35.5 years, SD = 14.91), but not statistically significantly 
so (t(13) = 1.85, p = .087). There did not appear to be meaningful differences in attrition 
based on principal diagnosis, number of comorbid diagnoses, illness severity, or mode of 
anger expression (AXO versus AXI, see Measures).  
Study Interventions  
The mindful emotional awareness and countering emotional behaviors modules of 
the Unified Protocol for Transdiagnostic Treatment of Emotional Disorders, 2nd edition 
(UP; Barlow, Farchione et al., 2018; Barlow, Sauer-Zavala et al., 2018) were used as the 
basis for intervention content. The UP is a cognitive behavioral, emotion-focused 
treatment designed to target the range of emotional disorders. The purpose of the UP is to 
educate patients about the nature of emotions, the role of emotions in their lives, and to 
modify faulty emotion regulation techniques in order to distinguish distress in response to 
the experience of strong emotions. Five of the modules including mindful emotion 
awareness (module 3) and countering emotional behaviors (module 5) are considered to 
be “core” modules. That is, these modules are believed to directly intervene on the 
processes that maintain emotional disorders (i.e., aversive reactions to emotions, attempts 
to escape or avoid emotional experiences). Each module focuses on the delivery of a 
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specific skill with the overarching goal of distinguishing distress in response to strong 
emotions. The UP was selected for the current study because: 1) its foundation is based 
on a functional model of emotional disorders, 2) its focus on all emotions, as opposed to 
one specific diagnosis, lends itself well to targeting anger, an emotion that is often 
ignored in the treatment of emotional disorders, 3) its modular format allows for the 
delivery of skills in isolation, and 4) preliminary research suggests that each module can 
achieve its intended effect when delivered in isolation (Sauer-Zavala et al., 2017). In this 
study the delivery of each module closely followed the guidelines and principles in the 
second edition of the UP therapist manual (Barlow, Farchione et al., 2018). While 
modifications were kept to a minimum, the following are notable: 1) each module was 
delivered over 4 sessions instead of the typical 1-2. This change was made to insure that 
patients had adequate time to learn and practice the presented skill as they were not going 
to receive all eight modules, and 2) references to other UP chapters or content were 
removed from the workbook.  
Mindful emotion awareness. The first session of this module began by providing 
psychoeducation about nonjudgmental, present-focused emotion awareness and focused 
on the consequences of being judgmental of oneself or one’s emotions (i.e., exacerbation 
of negative emotions) as well as the benefits of staying focused on the present moment. 
In the course of this conversation, therapist and patient discussed the experience of 
emotions and reactions to them. Emotions are experienced immediately after 
encountering a stimulus; they are typically functional and adaptive. For example, getting 
angry when someone behaves in a threatening manner can help an individual protect 
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themselves. As part of this discussion, the adaptive nature of emotions was also 
discussed. However, the secondary reaction, which is the individual’s response to their 
emotion(s), can be judgmental and unhelpful in one’s current context at times. That is, if 
someone was judgemental about themselves for getting angry in the previous example, 
this reaction might not help them utilize their anger productively and could instead 
artificially magnify and maintain their feelings of anger. Additionally, the value of 
staying present focused, as opposed to ruminating or worrying was discussed. Next, a 
formal in session mindfulness exercise was conducted (adapted from Segal, Williams, & 
Teasdale, 2002) during which patients were encouraged to pay attention to their own 
experience including thoughts, physical sensations, behavioral urges, and emotions. 
Patients were further encouraged to notice when they were being judgmental of 
themselves, allow the judgment to pass, and continue to focus on their experience in the 
present moment. Therapist and patient engaged in discussion after this exercise and 
completed the Mindful Emotion Awareness Form. For homework, patients were asked to 
practice the exercise at least twice in between sessions and record their practices on the 
worksheet. They were also given the modified mindful emotion awareness chapter from 
the UP workbook; relevant readings were assigned each week. 
The next session in this module consisted of homework review, followed by a 
mood induction exercise using music selected by the patient. Patients were asked to select 
a song that made them angry. The purpose of this exercise was to purposefully bring up a 
strong emotion and practice applying a nonjudgmental present-focused awareness to the 
experience. Time permitting, this exercise was conducted twice in session and patients 
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recorded their experience on the Mindful Emotion Awareness Form. For homework, 
patients were instructed to practice at least three mood inductions and record their 
experience.  
The last two sessions of this module included homework review, as well as the 
introduction, discussion, and practice of anchoring in the present. This skill was 
presented as a way to integrate mindfulness into one’s day-to-day life, especially when 
experiencing strong emotions. The anchoring skill consists of four steps. First, patients 
identify a cue that they can use to bring their attention back to the present moment (e.g., 
the breath). Second, patients perform a three-point check and examine their thoughts, 
physical sensations, and behaviors (or behavioral urges). Third, they are encouraged to 
ask themselves “Am I responding to the situation that is in front of me, or am I 
responding to a past concern or future worry?” Fourth, they were encouraged to begin 
behaving in a manner in line with the demands of the present moment. This skill was 
practiced in session and time was also spent discussing how to apply this skill to 
upcoming difficult situations. Practices were recorded on the Mindful Emotion 
Awareness Form.  
Countering emotional behaviors. This module began with a discussion of the 
concept of action tendencies. As part of this conversation, patient and therapist discussed 
the fact that emotions are adaptive and serve to motivate productive behavioral responses 
(termed emotional behaviors). The discussion then turned to the concept of evaluating 
behaviors based on their short- and long-term consequences and the fact that some 
emotional behaviors serve to reduce distress in response to strong emotions in the short-
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term while maintaining it in the long-term. Next, the learned nature of these behaviors, 
including the fact that unhelpful emotional behaviors are reinforced by the short-term 
rewards associated with them, was reviewed. The remainder of the first session was spent 
discussing various types of unhelpful emotional behaviors (overt avoidance, subtle 
behavioral avoidance, cognitive avoidance, safety signals, and emotion-driven 
behaviors), helping the patient identify emotional behaviors relevant to them, and 
recording these observations on the List of Emotional Behaviors worksheet. For 
homework, patients were asked to read the relevant workbook chapter and continue to fill 
out the List of Emotional Behaviors worksheet.  
Sessions two through four of this module were spent providing the rationale for 
engaging in alternate actions, practicing said actions in session, and planning for the 
application of alternate behaviors in upcoming difficult situations using the Countering 
Emotional Behaviors worksheet. When possible, alternate behaviors were also practiced 
in session using role plays. If needed, time was also spent identifying more emotional 
behaviors and subsequently developing alternate actions for them. For homework, 
patients were asked to engage in at least three alternate actions per week and record their 
practice on the Countering Emotional Behaviors worksheet.  
Treatment adherence. The study therapist (CR) was previously certified in the 
delivery of the UP treatment. For the purposes of this study, sessions were audio recorded 
and 20% were randomly selected and rated for adherence using modified versions of 
scales previously developed for research using the UP (Appendix A). Sessions were rated 
for adherence and overall competence (e.g., rapport, time management) by two senior 
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graduate students who were similarly certified in the delivery of this protocol. It was 
established a priori that a session must be at least 80% adherent in order to be considered 
evidence of fidelity. If a session did not meet this criteria, a patient’s data would be 
excluded from the analyses, necessitating replacement. In this study, the average session 
adherence rating was 97.81% (SD = 5.04) and the average overall session rating was 4.67 
(SD = 0.49) on a scale of 0 (poor) to 5 (excellent). These ratings suggest that, on average, 
the interventions were implemented with a high degree of fidelity to the protocol. 
Measures 
 Anger was monitored continuously for the duration of the study via both EMA 
methods and weekly questionnaires. EMA methods are ideal for obtaining information 
about sensitive behavior and are less susceptible to memory bias than weekly assessments 
(Shiffman et al., 2008). Further, assessing outcomes on a continuous basis throughout all 
study phases allows for the identification of functional relationships between intervention 
strategies and outcomes. Additionally, intensive local observation of each patient 
throughout the study allowed for an assessment of any individual factors that could also 
be affecting treatment outcomes. Patients were asked to complete EMA twice a day. The 
EMA inquired about any anger they might have experienced as well as the antecedents to 
their anger, any behaviors in which they engaged when angry, and the consequences of 
said behaviors. These questions took about two minutes to complete. Once a week, 
patients completed questionnaires assessing the severity of and changes in symptoms 
associated with anxiety, depression, and anger, Additionally, measures were given to 
assess the acquisition of treatment skills taught in each module (i.e., mindful emotional 
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awareness, behavior change); this battery took about 20 minutes to complete.  
 Screening and Baseline Measures. The following measure was used only at the 
intake visit only in order to assess study inclusion criteria for patients who were recruited 
from the community and thus did not have this assessment completed through CARD. 
Adult Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-5 (Adult ADIS-5; Brown 
& Barlow, 2014). The Adult ADIS-5 is a semi-structured, diagnostic clinical interview 
that focuses on current and lifetime symptoms of DSM-5 anxiety, mood, obsessive-
compulsive, somatoform, trauma- and stressor-related, and substance use disorders. In 
this study, only current symptoms were assessed. This measure has demonstrated good 
interrater reliability for the diagnosis of mood and anxiety disorders (Brown, DiNardo, 
Lehman, & Campbell, 2001). In addition to establishing the presence or absence of the 
aforementioned disorders, diagnoses are assigned a clinical severity rating (CSR) on a 
scale from 0 (no symptoms) to 8 (extremely severe symptoms) in order to provide a more 
dimensional assessment. A CSR greater than or equal to 4 (definitely 
disturbing/disabling) or is considered to be above the clinical threshold. 
Weekly Measures. These measures were completed at the intake visit and once 
per week throughout the study. 
State Trait Anger Expression Inventory (STAXI; Spielberger, 1999). This 
measure consists of 57 statements and asks individuals to rate how much each one applies 
to them on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 4 (very much so). Five of the STAXI’s 12 
subscales were used in this study’s analyses: state anger (described below), anger 
expression-out (AXO; i.e., the extent to which someone expresses their anger in an 
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outwardly negative or poorly controlled manner), anger expression-in (AXI; i.e., the 
tendency to hold things in or suppress anger), anger control-out (ACO; i.e., expending 
energy to monitor and control outward expressions of anger), and anger control-in (ACI; 
i.e., how often someone attempts to relax or calm down when angry). Subscales are 
summed with higher scores indicating greater severity. Scores on these subscales are 
considered elevated if they are above the 75th percentile of the adult psychiatric 
normative sample; different norms are available for male and female patients. Several 
psychometric studies have indicated that this measure has strong reliability and 
concurrent validity (Eckhardt et al., 2004; Lievaart et al., 2016, Spielberger, 1999).  
Clinical Anger Scale (CAS; Snell, Gum, Shuck, Mosely, & Kite, 1995). The 
CAS is a measure of anger severity. It consists of 21 groups of statements that inquire 
about symptoms related to anger (e.g., current anger, anger about the future, anger about 
self, etc.) and patients select the statement from each group that best describes how they 
feel. For each item, the statements vary in terms of symptom intensity and items are 
scored on a scale from 0 to 3. A final sum score is obtained with higher scores indicating 
greater anger. The CAS has shown adequate internal consistency test-retest reliability, 
and convergent validity (Snell et al., 1995; Reyes & Hicklin, 2005). 
Overall Anxiety Severity and Impairment Scale (OASIS; Norman, Hami Cissell, 
Means-Christensen, & Stein, 2006). This 5-item continuous assessment provides a 
measure of anxiety-related symptom severity and impairment. Items are scored on a 0 to 
4 scale with higher scores indicating greater levels of severity and impairment. Studies 
among outpatients have shown this measure to have excellent internal consistency, test-
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retest reliability, as well as convergent and discriminant validity (e.g., Campbell-Sills et 
al., 2009; Norman et al., 2013). 
Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale (ODSIS; Bentley, Gallagher, 
Carl, & Barlow, 2014). A direct adaptation of the OASIS, the ODSIS provides a 
continuous measure of depression-related symptom severity and impairment. Its initial 
validation showed that this measure has excellent internal consistency as well as 
convergent and discriminant validity. Additionally, it discriminated between patients with 
and without a depressive disorder (Bentley et al., 2014). 
UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire (UP-BAQ; unpublished). The UP-BAQ 
consists of five questions that are designed to assess the extent to which patients engage 
in emotional avoidance and emotion driven behaviors over the past week and was used to 
assess a patient’s use of skills taught in the countering emotional behaviors module. On 
this measure, higher scores indicate more use of EDBs. 
Southampton Mindfulness Questionnaire (SMQ; Chadwick et al., 2008). The 
SMQ is a 16-item measure designed to assess an individual’s mindful awareness. 
Responses range from 0 (disagree totally) to 6 (agree totally) and higher scores reflect 
greater mindful emotion awareness. This measure has demonstrated good internal 
validity and consistency (e.g., Boswell et al., 2014; Chadwick et al., 2008). 
Daily EMA Measures. Two measures were completed at each EMA assessment 
in order to obtain information about a patient’s anger in real time. 
Anger Monitoring Questions (AMQ). These questions were used in conjunction 
with the functional analysis questions in Study 1. Relevant to this study, at the beginning 
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of each entry, a patient was asked how many anger episodes they had experienced since 
their last entry. 
STAXI State Subscale (SAS; Spielberger, 1999). The state subscale of the 
STAXI measures anger intensity at a given time (i.e., currently) with higher scores 
indicating greater severity.  
Data Analytic Plan  
 Data analyses were conducted in accordance with established guidelines for 
analyzing SCED data using both visual inspection and statistical methods (Barlow et al., 
2009; Kazdin, 2011; Manolov, Solanas, Sierra, & Evans, 2011). Visual inspection is 
considered a conservative approach to data analysis in SCED (Kazdin, 2011). To conduct 
within- and between- subject visual inspection analyses, data were plotted graphically 
and visually assessed for change across study phases. Data were plotted with lines 
connecting data points within each phase. Horizontal, dashed lines indicating the mean 
for each measure within each phase were also graphed. Changes in level (i.e., mean of 
outcome measures) across phases indicate the magnitude of intervention effects. Changes 
in slope indicate the rate of change. Prior to conducting these analyses, the principal 
investigator completed an online training course and established reliability in visual 
analyses compared with expert raters (http://singlecase.org; Homer & Hoselton, 2012). 
Visual inspection was supplemented by intensive clinical observation (i.e., the therapist’s 
clinical observations of a patient will be used to explain fluctuations in data or to offer 
hypotheses about observed patterns).  
 In addition to visual inspection, several statistics were used to examine 
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intervention effects. The goal of these analyses was to examine the specific effects of 
each skill when delivered first in treatment, as well as any incremental benefits of adding 
a second skill, and any continued improvements during the follow-up period.  
First, reliable change index (RCI) scores were used to examine the magnitude of 
change for all outcome measures. This statistic provides an indication of whether an 
individual’s change in score is significant above and beyond the fluctuations associated 
with imprecise self-report measurement tools. It is calculated by dividing the change in a 
patient’s score pre/post intervention by the standard error of the difference of the test 
(Jacobson & Traux, 1991). Absolute values of this statistic greater than 1.96 indicate 
statistically significant change. In this study, RCI scores were used as follows: 1) to 
evaluate baseline stability by using the intake score as pre and the last baseline point as 
post, 2) to determine a patient’s response to the first treatment module by using the 
average of scores in baseline as pre and the average of scores in this module as post, 3) to 
examine a patient’s response to the second treatment module by using the average of 
scores in that module compared to the average of all prior scores, and 4) to assess 
continued improvements during the follow-up period by using the average of baseline 
and treatment scores as pre and the average of a patient’s follow-up scores as post.  
 Second, percentage of nonoverlapping data (PND) was calculated in order to 
examine the effectiveness of treatment in terms of both symptom and improvement and 
skill acquisition (Tarlow & Penland, 2016a). This statistic compares the number of non-
overlapping scores between two phases (e.g., baseline and treatment). A score was 
considered non-overlapping if it did not coincide with the range of scores from the 
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previous phase(s). An online calculator is available to determine PND and perform a 
significance test (Tarlow & Penland, 2016a; 2016b). To be considered significant, PND 
must be greater than or equal to 70% (Scruggs & Mastropieri, 1998). In this study, higher 
values of PND indicated a more robust treatment effect. To determine change produced 
by the first skill, the first four treatment points were compared to baseline. Data points 
from the second skill were compared to both baseline and the previous module to 
determine any incremental benefits of the second skill. Finally, the follow-up assessments 
were compared to all prior assessments to evaluate changes occurring during this phase. 
 Third, effect sizes were calculated to estimate the magnitude of change on all 
measures of interest across participants within each treatment condition using a d-statistic 
developed for SCED studies (Shadish, Hedges, & Pustejovsky, 2014). Unlike traditional 
effect sizes that are commonly used for between-subject comparisons (e.g., Cohen’s d), 
this statistic takes into account autocorrelation of data, which is often present in SCEDs 
and has a correction for small sample sizes (Shadish et al., 2014). Effect sizes were 
calculated using the DHPS SPSS macro, which is available through the developer’s 
website (Shadish, 2015). After obtaining a value of d, 95% confidence intervals (CI) were 
calculated using the following formula: d +/- 1.96* srqt(Var). An effect size was 
considered statistically significant at p < .05 if the CI did not include zero. This d-statistic 
uses the same metric as those commonly used in between-subject studies (see Shadish et 
al., 2014), therefore they were interpreted conservatively with 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 
representing small, medium, and large effects respectively (Cohen, 1988). Effect sizes 
were calculated within each treatment condition to estimate the magnitude of change 
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from baseline to the first treatment module, the combination of baseline and the first 
module to the second treatment module, and the combination of baseline and treatment to 
follow-up.  
 Additional, exploratory, aims of this study were to examine the association of 
changes in anger with changes in anxiety, depression, and skill acquisition. These aims 
were evaluated using Spearman Rho correlations. This statistic is a non-parametric 
correlation that does not rely on the assumption that data are normally distributed. Given 
the autocorrelation present in SCED data, this feature of Spearman Rho correlations 
makes it a more appropriate test to evaluate the aforementioned aims. Additionally, it is 
appropriate to use this metric when n ≥ 4, also making it ideal for use with small samples 
(Corder & Foreman, 2014). Unlike Pearson correlations that assess the extent to which 
the relationship between two variables is linear, Spearman Rho correlations examine the 
degree to which the rank order of two variables fits a monotonic function. This term is 
used to describe the extent to which a function increases or decreases. While it resembles 
a linear function, monotonic functions do not assume that two variables move in the same 
direction at a constant rate (Roydan & Fitzpatrick, 2010). To evaluate this relationship, 
data from each variable are ranked from lowest to highest values. Subsequently, the 
difference between the two ranked columns is examined to evaluate the extent to which 
change in the two variables are associated; this ranking produces the correlation 
coefficient which can be interpreted in the same manner as Pearson correlations (Corder 
& Foreman, 2014). The following change scores were used to conduct these correlations: 
1) to examine changes produced by the first treatment skill module = session 4 - final 
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baseline score before starting treatment, 2) to evaluate change produced by the addition 
of the second module: session 8 - session 4, 3) to assess change occurring in follow-up: 
final follow-up score - session 8. Previously considered to be unreliable, more recent 
research has suggested that change scores can be a reliable measure of intra-individual 
change (King et al., 2006). To ensure that change scores were reliable in this sample, a 
reliability statistic was calculated (rdd) using the formula presented in King et al. (2006). 
Analysis of Daily Data  
 Daily data were used to explore differential patterns of treatment response. A 
patient’s daily data were used if they completed EMA entries each week for the duration 
of the study. To analyze these data, the number of anger episodes reported per EMA 
entry as well as the SAS score for the corresponding entry were plotted on separate, 
stacked, graphs. These data were examined by visual inspection. The primary outcome of 
interest was changes in the experience and expression of anger. 
Study 2 Results 
Primary Outcomes: STAXI 
While the anger control STAXI subscales were used as inclusion criteria and to 
establish responder status per study procedures, only the expression subscales (AXI and 
AXO) are included in the data analyses due to an inadequate number of elevated anger 
control subscales present in the sample. 
Single-case data: Visual inspection 
 To conduct visual inspection of the primary outcomes, patients’ STAXI data were 
arranged in panels (Figures 3 and 4). Each figure shows data in two panels. In Figure 3, 
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the first panel consists of two patients who received the mindful emotion awareness 
module first, one from each baseline condition. The second panel serves as a replication 
and presents the remaining three patients who received this module first, two from one 
baseline length condition and one from the other. Figure 4 parallels Figure 3 but for 
patients who began treatment with the countering emotional behaviors module.  
 Functional analysis of baseline data. As seen in Figures 3 and 4, baseline anger 
was either stable or increasing for nine out of the 10 patients (101, 105, 107, 108, 109, 
112, 113, 114, 115). One patient’s data showed a decreasing trend in baseline (106); 
however, her data in previous weeks was variable suggesting that the decrease may not 
have been indicative of a trend towards less anger but instead was emblematic of the high 
level of variability in her data.  
 Functional analysis of intervention data. No patients reached responder or 
partial responder status after the first module. Thus, all patients received both modules, 
but in two different orders. This allowed for an assessment of the unique effects of each 
skill when delivered first as well as an evaluation of the incremental benefit of adding the 
second treatment component.  
For patients assigned to receive the mindful emotion awareness module first 
(Figure 3), visual inspection suggests that this skill was associated with clinically 
significant reductions in anger for three out of the five patients (101, 107, 109). The other 
two patients (114, 115) showed little to no change in anger during this module as 
evidenced by the lack of change in level and slope. Interestingly, the introduction of the 
second module (countering emotional behaviors) only appeared to produce significant 
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change for one patient (115) and his data showed an increasing slope at the end of the 
module. For the other four patients, the majority of data during the second module 
overlapped with the first indicating little additional improvement. Thus it seems that 
receiving the countering emotional behaviors module after the mindful emotional 
awareness module did not result in incremental benefits for most patients.  
Between patient comparisons were also conducted for the patients within each 
panel of Figure 3. In the first panel, both patients showed a reduction in level and slope 
during the first module. For patient 107, this reduction actually began during the third 
week of baseline, whereas for patient 101 it coincided with the second week of treatment. 
In the second panel, patients 114 and 115 did not have data fall below baseline levels 
until the second module whereas patient 109 began to see improvements during the 
second week of the first module.  
Two (108, 112) out of five patients who received the countering emotional 
behaviors module first showed clinically significant change after the first four sessions 
(Figure 4). After the introduction of the second skill, mindful emotion awareness, four 
out of the five patients (105, 108, 112, 113) showed significant reductions in anger. For 
patients 108 and 112, this improvement was a large reduction in anger above and beyond 
the reduction seen after the first treatment skill. Here, it seems that the addition of the 
mindful emotional awareness module after the countering emotional behaviors module 
produced clinically meaningful changes in anger for the majority of patients in this study 
condition. Taken together, these results suggest that treatment may be more powerful 
when the emotional behaviors module is delivered first, followed by the mindful emotion 
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awareness module.  
Between subject comparisons of the first panel for this treatment condition 
(Figure 4) indicated that patient 105’s data did not become non-overlapping with baseline 
until the second treatment module; however a reduction in slope was observable after the 
second treatment session. Patient 106 also showed a reduction in slope. Hers started after 
the first session and her data became non-overlapping after the third session. However, 
during the second module she did not show continued improvements whereas patient 105 
did. In the second panel, patient 108 showed a decreasing slope after the first session and 
her data were non-overlapping by the third. Patient 112 also had non-overlapping data by 
the third session. While patient 113’s data after the first session did not overlap with 
baseline, her data did not reliably reduce until the sixth session. 
 Functional analysis of follow-up data. All patients except 107 completed four 
weeks of follow-up assessments. Patient 107 was unable to be contacted during the first 
two weeks of follow-up. However, she completed assessments corresponding to the last 
two weeks of follow-up. Because those data were stable and aligned with the principal 
investigator’s (CR) clinical observations of the patient at that time (assessed via phone 
calls), these points were used as her follow-up data. During the follow-up phase, two 
patients who received the mindful emotion awareness module first showed a worsening 
of anger symptoms (101, 109). Both patients attributed this deterioration to an increase in 
school-related stressors. Patients 114 and 107 showed no change during the follow-up 
period and 115 initially showed improvement. However, during the last three weeks of 
follow-up his data overlapped completely with his treatment data. Overall, patients in this 
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condition did not continue to improve during follow-up. 
On the other hand, four (105, 106, 108, 112) out of the five patients who received 
the countering emotional behaviors module first continued to show improvements during 
the follow-up phase of the study. It is worth nothing that while patient 106 did show a 
decrease in level, most of her follow-up data did overlap with the second module. The 
other patient in this condition (113) did not show improvements during follow-up above 
and beyond those observed during treatment. Altogether, these results suggest that the 
change achieved in treatment appears to be more robust and longer-lasting when patients 
received the countering emotional behaviors module followed by the mindful emotion 
awareness module.  
Single-case data: Statistical analyses 
 Reliable change. RCI scores are displayed in Table 4. Per study procedures no 
patients achieved a significant decreasing RCI score on the STAXI during baseline. Two 
patients (108, 109) showed a statistically significant increase in anger during baseline 
using the RCI. Additionally, none of the patients in this study achieved reliable change on 
the STAXI by the end of the first module. One patient (108) showed reliable change upon 
the addition of the mindful emotion awareness skill. Additionally, two patients (108, 112) 
who received the countering emotional behaviors skill first showed reliable change 
during follow-up compared the previous phases. None of the patients who began 
treatment with the alternate module showed reliable change on the STAXI. 
The RCI is a very stringent quantification of change, therefore it is not surprising 
that fewer RCI analyses were significant compared to visual inspection. Nevertheless, the 
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overall pattern of results, where receiving the emotional behaviors module first resulted 
in change for more patients during the treatment and follow-up phases than receiving the 
mindful emotion awareness module first, was somewhat consistent across these analyses. 
 Percent of non-overlapping data. PND scores are shown in Table 4. Out of the 
five patients who started with the mindful emotion awareness module, one (109) showed 
significant PND on the relevant STAXI subscale at the end of this module compared to 
baseline. The addition of the countering emotional behaviors appeared to have 
incremental benefits for one patient (115) who showed PND during this phase compared 
to baseline and the previous skill.  During follow-up none of the patients in this condition 
showed significant PND compared to baseline and treatment phases.  
One patient (112) showed significant PND after receiving the countering 
emotional behaviors module first. However, four out of five patients in this condition 
(105, 108, 112, 113) showed significant PND during the mindful emotion awareness 
module suggesting that the addition of this skill had incremental benefits. Two of these 
patients (105, 112) also had significant PND in the follow-up phase suggesting that they 
continued to improve upon the cessation of treatment. These results parallel those 
observed in the visual inspection analyses. Namely, the addition of the mindful emotion 
awareness module after the countering emotional behaviors module appeared to benefit 
patients more than the reverse. 
 Effect sizes. Effect sizes and 95% CIs are presented in Table 7. The STAXI AXI 
and AXO subscales were both included in these analyses because they are on the same 
scale. Receiving the mindful emotion awareness module first was associated with a large, 
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significant reduction in anger whereas receiving the countering emotional behaviors 
module first did not produce significant change. The addition of the emotional behaviors 
module to treatment was associated with a large reduction in anger and the addition of 
mindful emotion awareness was associated with a moderate reduction. Because the skills 
taught in treatment often require continued practice to become habitual and result in 
symptom change, it is likely that the effect sizes examining improvements during follow-
up more accurately represent the effects of treatment. Patients who began treatment with 
the mindful emotion awareness skill did not continue to show gains in follow-up whereas 
patients in the other condition showed a significant reduction in anger that was large in 
magnitude. 
Secondary Outcomes and Skills-Based Mechanisms  
Single-case data: Visual inspection 
 The data for secondary outcomes and skills-based mechanisms across all study 
phases are displayed in Figures 5-14. Each figure displays the data for one study patient. 
The first column shows data for the the secondary symptom outcome measures of anger, 
anxiety, and depression (CAS, OASIS, and ODSIS, respectively) and the second displays 
the skill acquisition measures for the mindful emotion awareness and countering 
emotional behaviors modules (SMQ and UP-BAQ, respectively). Of note, higher scores 
indicate greater use of mindfulness skills on the SMQ whereas lower scores on the UP-
BAQ indicate greater implementation of the countering emotional behaviors skill. On all 
symptom measures lower scores suggest a reduction in symptoms. Analyses in this 
section examine whether increases in use of the mindfulness and behavior change skills 
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are associated with symptom improvement. The data will be reviewed for each patient 
sequentially and then summarized. 
 For patient 101 (Figure 5) there was little improvement in the CAS throughout the 
post-baseline phases, and a worsening of anxiety and depression as evidenced by the 
increase in level on the OASIS and ODSIS. Her data on the SMQ and UP-BAQ showed 
little change throughout treatment and follow-up; all three phases substantially 
overlapped with baseline. Taken together, it does not appear that this patient learned and 
implemented either of the skills taught in treatment, and no improvement was seen in her 
symptoms.  
 Although patient 105’s symptom data during the first treatment component 
(countering emotional behaviors) predominantly overlapped with baseline, a reduction in 
level on these measures occurred and was associated with implementation of both the 
mindfulness and behavior change skills (Figure 6). Due to a technical error, his ODSIS 
score was not recorded for the last treatment assessment. During the second module, 
additional improvements were seen in this patient’s use of the behavior change skill 
which were associated with further reduction in level on all secondary outcomes; 
however, it is worth noting that despite this change in level most data points during the 
second treatment phase overlapped with the first. Interestingly additional improvements 
were not seen in the mindfulness skill during this phase suggesting that the observed 
symptom improvement may be attributable to continued countering of emotional 
behaviors. During follow-up additional implementation of both skills was observed as 
demonstrated by a change in level on the SMQ and the UP-BAQ, although the magnitude 
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of change was greater on the latter, and was associated with further reductions in 
symptoms. Of note, there was a large increase in anxiety observed at the last follow-up 
point that was likely due to a school-related stressor. With the exception of the 
aforementioned data point, none of this patient’s data in follow-up overlapped with 
baseline suggesting that he learned and implemented both treatment skills well and 
experienced substantial reduction in symptoms. 
Patient 106’s data (Figure 7) showed variability throughout treatment, but 
improvement during follow-up. During the first treatment phase (countering emotional 
behaviors), she showed a small increase in mindfulness on the SMQ and a slight 
worsening on the BAQ that was associated with small improvements in anxiety and 
depression, but not anger. During the alternate module, she showed additional 
improvements in mindfulness that were associated with further improvements in 
depression but not anger or anxiety. She showed the most improvement on both measures 
of skill acquisition during follow-up, which is also the study phase during which she also 
showed the most symptom improvement. Taken together, her improvements in symptoms 
largely coincided with increases in the use of both the mindfulness and behavior change 
skills taught in treatment suggesting that greater facility of these skills was associated 
with reductions in symptoms. 
Overall, patient 107’s data (Figure 8) were highly variable and mostly overlapped 
with baseline. During the first treatment module (mindful emotion awareness) little skill 
acquisition or symptom change was observed. Upon receiving the second component a 
small increase in level on the SMQ and a decreasing slope on the UP-BAQ suggested that 
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she was beginning to implement both of the skills learned in treatment. This skill 
acquisition was association with a reduction in level on the OASIS but not the CAS or 
ODSIS. During follow-up, she showed a reduction in reliance on emotional behaviors on 
the UP-BAQ but no improvements in the use of mindfulness skills; this was associated 
with a reduction in anger and anxiety. Given the overlap among all phases with baseline, 
it appears that this patient did not consistently implement the skills taught in treatment 
and continued to experience variability in her symptoms throughout the study. 
All of patient 108’s secondary outcomes indicated improvement over the course 
of the study (Figure 9) and each phase appeared to have added benefit for her. During the 
countering emotional behaviors skill, an increase in level and slope was observed on the 
SMQ that was associated with a reduction in anxiety and depression (although most of 
her ODSIS scores overlapped with baseline). Interestingly, the UP-BAQ increased during 
the first module; this may have resulted from increased awareness the patient gained into 
her own behavior after receiving the psychoeducation for this module. However, a 
decreasing slope was observable by the end of the module and continued throughout the 
remaining phases. During the second treatment module, her SMQ scores continued to 
improve indicating continued implementation of mindfulness skills and was associated 
with improvements in anger, depression, and anxiety. On the other hand, her UP-BAQ 
scores returned to baseline levels. Therefore it may be the case that improvements in the 
use of mindfulness during the first two modules contributed to her reduction in anger, 
anxiety, and depression. However, by the end of follow-up her UP-BAQ data indicated a 
floor effect and she had reached the ceiling on the SMQ measure. Thus this patient 
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appears to have fully implemented the treatment skills, which was associated with 
substantial symptom improvement. 
Patient 109 (Figure 10) showed little improvement throughout the study. She 
initially indicated a small increase in the use of mindfulness skills on the SMQ, with an 
increasing slope during the first module (mindful emotion awareness) that was associated 
with a small reduction in anger and depression. She did not show additional 
improvements in the use of either skill during the second module; however, there was 
some improvement in anger on the CAS. During follow-up no additional improvements 
were seen in either skill use or symptoms. Overall, this patient showed limited skill 
acquisition and symptom reduction suggesting that she did not implement the treatment 
as intended and did not benefit.  
On the other hand, patient 112 showed consistent improvement on measures of 
anger, anxiety, and skill acquisition (Figure 11). A floor effect was present in his ODSIS 
throughout the study. During the countering emotional behaviors module (which he 
received first) he evidence a large reduction on the UP-BAQ indicating a substantial 
decrease in the use of emotional behaviors, and a small increase on the SMQ. This skill 
acquisition was associated with reductions in anger and anxiety. During the mindful 
emotion awareness module, this patient showed a large increase on the SMQ suggesting 
substantial implementation of mindfulness skills and no further change on the BAQ. His 
increase in mindfulness was associated with additional improvements in anger and 
anxiety. By the end of follow-up this patient achieved a floor effect on the UP-BAQ and 
neared a ceiling effect on the SMQ suggesting substantial implementation of the skills 
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taught in treatment. Correspondingly, he reached a floor effect on all secondary symptom 
outcome measures during follow-up suggesting that his use of skills was associated with 
marked improvements in anger, anxiety, and depression. 
Patient 113’s data are displayed in Figure 12. During the first phase of treatment 
(countering emotional behaviors) her data showed increased implementation of both 
treatment skills, as demonstrated by changes in level on the SMQ and UP-BAQ, that was 
associated with reduction in anger but not anxiety or depression. The addition of the 
second skill, mindful emotion awareness, resulted in further skill implementation that 
corresponded with decreases on all secondary symptom outcomes and a floor effect for 
the CAS and ODSIS. However, during follow-up she showed a deterioration in her use of 
mindfulness skills and little improvement regarding her engagement in emotional 
behaviors that was associated with a worsening of anxiety and depression but not anger.  
Overall these results suggest that this patient showed improvements during treatment that 
were not fully maintained during follow-up and deterioration of symptoms was 
associated with reduction in skill usage, particularly for the mindful emotion awareness 
skill. 
For patient 114 (Figure 13) all secondary outcomes (anger, anxiety, and 
depression) showed reductions in level upon the introduction of the first module (mindful 
emotion awareness), which corresponded with greater implementation of the mindfulness 
skill (SMQ), but not the behavior change skill (UP-BAQ). For anger, additional 
improvements were seen in the second module, during which time she showed additional 
increases in the use of mindfulness. However, her anxiety and depression data were 
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consistent with the first phase. All of patient 114’s secondary outcome and skill 
acquisition data showed deterioration during follow-up. Upon inquiry at the end of the 
study, she indicated that this was likely due to a substantial stressor in her life regarding 
custody of her child. Interestingly, a reduction in skill use was associated with a 
worsening of symptoms during this phase. 
Finally, patient 115’s data are displayed in Figure 14. This patient showed little 
improvement in skill acquisition and symptoms during both treatment phases as 
evidenced by substantial overlap with baseline. Of note, his CAS scores were low from 
the beginning making it difficult to observe changes in anger on this measure. However, 
during follow-up he showed an increase in the use of both treatment skills that was 
associated with a reduction in symptoms. It appears that these improvements were driven 
by use of the mindfulness skill as the SMQ data during follow-up did not overlap with 
previous phases whereas the UP-BAQ data did. 
 For most patients, increased skill implementation was associated with 
improvements in symptoms. Of the five patients who received mindful emotion 
awareness first, two (114, 115) showed improved symptoms associated with increased 
skill use during this phase and the rest did not improve on either metric. Thus all five 
clearly show a relationship between skill uptake and symptom change (or lack thereof). 
Additionally, three out of the five patients (105, 112, 113) who began treatment with 
countering emotional behaviors showed a reduction in symptoms associated with an 
increase in this skill. While patient 108 did not show this pattern (her symptoms 
improved but skill uptake declined), based on clinical observation it is likely that her 
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increased score on the UP-BAQ reflects greater awareness rather than skill deterioration. 
Finally, patient 106 did not show improvements in this skill or in her symptoms. 
Therefore, all 10 patients in this study appear to show a relationship between skill 
acquisition and symptom improvement during the first module. During the second 
treatment component and follow-up similar patterns were observed, with patients who 
showed greater skill utilization also indicating symptom reduction and patients who did 
not show skill implementation improving less. Finally, providing additional support for 
this relationship, during follow-up patient 114 showed a deterioration in symptoms that 
was associated with less skill implementation.  
Single-case data: Statistical analyses  
 Reliable change indices. The RCI scores for each patient on the secondary 
outcomes and skill acquisition measures can be seen in Table 5. These results will be 
reviewed sequentially by measure. On the CAS, two patients’ data (107, 113) 
significantly improved during baseline and one (105) deteriorated. None of the patients 
who received mindful emotion awareness first achieved reliable change on the CAS 
during this module and the addition of the countering emotional behaviors module 
resulted in significant improvement for one patient (109). During follow-up one patient in 
this condition (107) showed significant gains and one (114) indicated significant 
worsening. Beginning treatment with countering emotional behaviors resulted in 
significant improvement for two patients (105, 112) and the addition of the alternate skill 
was associated with significant reductions in anger for three patients (105, 108, 112). 
During the follow up period, four out of the five patients in this condition (105, 106, 108, 
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112) showed continued gains.  
 In terms of anxiety, two patients indicated significant improvement during 
baseline (114, 115) and one (105) showed worsening. Only one patient (112) showed a 
significant reduction in OASIS score during the first treatment skill (countering 
emotional behaviors). Another patient (105) in this condition showed improvement 
during the second module. One patient from each treatment condition (105, 115) showed 
significant continued improvement during follow-up as compared to the other phases.   
 On the ODSIS one patient (115) showed a significant reduction in symptoms 
during baseline, and three (109, 105, 106) indicated worsening. No patient had a 
significant RCI scores on the ODSIS after the first treatment skill. However, two patients 
who received mindful emotion awareness second (106, 108) showed significant 
improvements during this skill. During follow-up two patients, both of whom began 
treatment with the countering emotional behaviors skill (105, 106), showed 
improvements. One patient (114), who began treatment with the mindful emotion 
awareness skill showed worsening. As previously mentioned this deterioration was likely 
due to child custody problems.  
On the SMQ, higher scores indicate improvements in mindfulness skills. During 
baseline, patient 105’s SMQ indicated a significant reduction in mindfulness and patient 
113 showed an improvement. Interestingly, none of the patients randomized to receive 
mindful emotion awareness first showed a significant increase in SMQ during this 
module. The addition of the countering emotional behaviors module resulted in 
significant improvements in mindfulness for one patient (114) and no patients in this 
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condition showed additional gains during follow-up. On the other hand, two patients who 
received the countering emotional behaviors module first (105, 108) showed significant 
improvements on the SMQ during this module. When delivered second, the mindful 
emotion awareness module was associated with improvements in mindfulness for four 
out of the five patients in this treatment condition (106, 108, 112, 113). During follow-up 
four patients indicated significant continued improvement in the use of the mindfulness 
skill (105, 106, 108, 112). 
On the UP-BAQ four patients (101, 109, 114, 105) showed a significant increase 
in use of EDBs during baseline and one patient indicated improvement (112). Three of 
the patients who deteriorated during baseline were in the condition receiving mindful 
emotion awareness first. No patient showed improvement on the UP-BAQ during the first 
skill. One patient (105) showed improvement on this measure while receiving the 
mindful emotion awareness training second. During follow-up one patient who received 
mindful emotion awareness first (107) and four who received countering emotional 
behaviors first (105, 106, 112, 113) showed a significant reduction in their EDB usage. 
 Percent of non-overlapping data. PND values for each patient on the secondary 
outcomes and skill acquisition measures are displayed in Table 6. Results will be 
reviewed sequentially by measure. None of the patients who received the mindful 
emotion awareness module first reached significant PND on the CAS during this 
treatment component. Two patients who completed the countering emotional behaviors 
module first (112, 113) showed a significant reduction in CAS scores during the module. 
When examining the incremental benefits of the second treatment skill, it is notable that 
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patient 115 had a floor effect present in his data after the first treatment module because 
he had a CAS score of zero during a week of the first treatment component. Therefore, it 
was not possible for him to have a significant PND score on this measure during the 
second module or follow-up phases. The addition of the countering emotional behaviors 
module second appeared to have incremental benefits for one patient (109) whereas the 
addition of the mindful emotion awareness module appeared to have benefits for three 
patients (105, 108, 112). One patient who received mindful emotion awareness first (107) 
showed significant PND in follow-up compared to the previous phases compared to two 
patients (105, 106) from the other treatment condition.  
 Only one study patient (112) showed significant improvement on the OASIS 
during the first treatment skill; he received countering emotional behaviors. A floor effect 
was then present in his data. None of the study patients showed a significant reduction in 
anxiety after the addition of either treatment skill. After the second module patients 108 
and 113 also had floor effects present in their data. During follow-up one patient (115) 
showed a significant improvement on the OASIS and one showed significant 
deterioration (101). Both of these patients received the mindful emotion awareness 
module first. 
 On the ODSIS, three patients (109, 112, 114)  showed a floor effect by the end of 
the first module. No patient from either condition had significant PND during the first or 
second treatment component. However, during follow-up, one patient (105) showed 
significant improvements compared to the previous phases. He received the countering 
emotional behaviors module first. Two patients, both of whom began treatment with the 
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mindful emotion awareness module (101, 114) showed significant worsening during the 
follow-up period. 
 In examining the acquisition of the mindfulness skill, one patient (114) who 
received the mindful emotion awareness skill first showed significant improvement 
compared to baseline. However, three patients who received countering emotional 
behaviors first (106, 112, 113) showed significant improvement in mindfulness during 
the first phase of treatment. The delivery of the countering emotional behaviors module 
second resulted in an improvement in SMQ score for one patient (114). Receiving the 
mindful emotion awareness skill second yielded significant PND for three patients (108, 
112, 114). Only one patient (105) showed continued improvements in mindfulness during 
the follow-up phase; he received this skill second. 
 With regard to the countering emotional behaviors skill, a floor effect was present 
for one patient (113). No patient showed significant PND on the UP-BAQ after the first 
phase of treatment. However, three patients (105, 108, 112) who received mindful 
emotion awareness second showed significant improvements in their use of emotional 
behaviors during the second module. One patient (108) showed continued improvement 
in follow-up. 
 Effect sizes. Table 7 provides the effect sizes and 95% CIs for secondary 
outcomes and skill acquisition measures. None of the secondary outcome measures 
significantly changed during the first treatment module for either condition. Significant 
reductions in CAS score were observed upon the addition of the second treatment 
component in both conditions; this change was moderate in magnitude for patients who 
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received countering emotional behaviors second and large for those who completed 
mindful emotion awareness second. Patients who received the latter module second also 
showed significant improvements in anxiety during this skill. Neither condition showed 
significant changes in depression during this portion of treatment. Interestingly, patients 
who began treatment with the emotional behaviors module showed moderate to large 
improvements on all secondary outcomes during follow-up whereas patients in the 
alternate condition did not show any significant changes during this phase. 
 With regard to skill acquisition, there was no significant change on either measure 
at any time point for the patients who received the mindful emotion awareness module 
first. However, patients who received the emotional behaviors module first showed a 
large increase in mindfulness during the second skill as well as during follow-up. 
Additionally, they showed a large reduction in the use of emotional-behaviors during the 
follow-up period. 
Associations of Changes in Anger with Changes in Anxiety, Depression, and Skill 
Acquisition  
 All correlations were conducted with change scores. As previously mentioned, a 
reliability statistic was calculated for these scores prior to conducting correlations (Table 
8). This statistic yielded unacceptable reliability for the STAXI difference score between 
the end of the second module and follow-up (rdd = 0.43). Thus, the CAS was used as the 
anger measure for these analyses. Additionally, due to low rdd (< .60) in the subsamples 
when they were divided by treatment condition (i.e., which module they received first) all 
correlations were conducted in the full sample of treatment completers. Notably, even in 
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the full sample, two difference scores showed questionable reliability: the SMQ from 
baseline to the end of the first module, and the UP-BAQ from the first to second module.  
 Spearman Rho correlations are presented in Table 9. A significant positive 
association was present between change in anxiety during the first module and change in 
anger during follow-up. An additional significant positive association was present 
between change in anger and change in use of avoidance-based emotion regulation 
strategies (e.g., EDBs) during the second module as well as during follow-up suggesting 
that a reduction in the use of these behaviors was associated with a reduction in anger. A 
significant negative relationship was seen between change in mindfulness in the second 
half of treatment and change in anger in follow-up suggesting that higher mindfulness in 
the second module was associated with lower anger scores during follow-up.  
Analysis of Daily Data  
 Two patients (107 and 115) were not compliant with EMA procedures. Patient 
107 reported that she was not able to complete the EMA regularly because she was too 
busy. As a graduate student working several jobs, she was indeed very busy. However, 
this behavior was also consistent with her clinical presentation. During her intake she 
reported that she often had difficulty completing tasks when feeling overwhelmed. 
Patient 115 indicated that he chose to complete EMA entries only when he felt it was 
important to note his experience of anger. EMA compliance was discussed in session 
with both patients but neither completed the EMA with enough regularity to conduct 
these analyses. 
 For the remaining eight patients, two separate graphs were created from their 
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EMA data: one for the number of anger episodes they reported at each EMA entry and 
one for their SAS score at the entry. For each individual patient these graphs were 
stacked (Figures 15 – 22), to facilitate an examination of changes in variability of the 
experience and expression of anger over time. Overall, patients continued to show 
variable SAS scores throughout the study, although for some patients this variability 
notably decreased over time. This result is expected because anger is an emotion 
experienced by most people. Therefore it is likely that patients would continue to 
experience it. However, visual inspection was used to assess whether each patient showed 
a reduction in the number of anger episodes (i.e., times anger resulted in an interfering 
behavior) despite the continued variability in angry feelings. Reductions in anger 
episodes could suggest that a patient had learned to respond to their anger in a way that 
was more helpful to them. Patients’ EMA data fell into three categories. 
 First, one patient was a sudden responder (112; Figure 20). He reported anger 
episodes in the first two EMA entries after the introduction of treatment and then did not 
endorse any more for the remainder of the study. Additionally, while his SAS scores were 
variable during baseline and the first treatment module, this variability dramatically 
decreased during the second treatment skill and follow-up. Clinical observations suggest 
that this patient was highly motivated to change and very insightful during the first 
treatment session which likely contributed to his dramatic improvement.  
 Most patients (101, 105, 106, 108) fell into the second category (responders), and 
showed a reduction in the number of anger episodes over the course of treatment and 
follow-up, with some continued episodes (Figures 15–18). Notably, patient 106 (Figure 
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17) showed low SAS scores throughout the study, which is consistent with her clinical 
presentation. She expressed difficulty recognizing when she was experiencing anger. For 
these four patients, continued variability was present in their SAS data throughout the 
study. However, increases in SAS were less frequently accompanied by anger episodes as 
treatment progressed. For all patients in this category, improvements were predominantly 
seen during the second treatment module. In terms of clinical presentation, these patients 
were mixed in terms of their motivation and insight. However, any ambivalence was able 
to be productively addressed in treatment, without deviations from the treatment protocol. 
Three patients in this group (105, 106, 108) received the countering emotional behaviors 
module first and one patient (101) did not.  
Finally, three patients (109, 113, 114) did not show a response to treatment (non-
responders; Figures 19, 21, 22, respectively). Throughout all study phases these patients 
continued to show variability in both the experience and expression of anger. In 
conducting visual inspection of their data, spikes in SAS score were accompanied by 
anger episodes in all study phases. These three patients expressed ambivalence to change 
throughout treatment, which may have impacted it effectiveness. Interestingly, all three 
of these patients received the mindful emotion awareness treatment skill first. 
Study 2 Discussion 
 The overarching goal of this study was to examine the specific effects of two 
transdiagnostic CBT skills, mindful emotion awareness (i.e., mindfulness) and countering 
emotional behaviors (i.e., behavior change), on dysregulated anger in the context of 
emotional disorders. Randomizing and counterbalancing the first skill delivered allowed 
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for an exploration of each skill’s unique effects, as well as the incremental benefits of 
adding the second skill. The treatment design was flexible, allowing patients to end when 
they achieved a sufficient response. However, contrary to the first two hypotheses, no 
patient achieved responder status after receiving the first skill. Given the fact that the 
presence of dysregulated anger is often associated with a more severe diagnostic 
presentation (for a review see Cassiello-Robbins & Barlow, 2016) and that more severe 
patients typically require more treatment sessions to improve, it is perhaps not surprising 
that four sessions were not a strong enough dose to produce a meaningful change in anger 
(Haug et al., 2015; Schneider, Arch, & Wolitzky-Taylor, 2015).   
Because none of the patients responded after the first treatment component, all 
underwent four additional sessions of the alternate skill. In partial support of the third 
hypothesis, some patients showed improvements in anger after receiving the second 
treatment skill. While only one patient showed significant RCI by the end of eight 
sessions, five had significant PND by the end of treatment. Additionally, some patients 
continued to improve during the follow-up phase, with two patients showing significant 
reductions on anger using RCI and two with significant PND. The reason for the 
discrepancy between RCI and PND results might be that the RCI was based on average 
scores in each study phase, making it a very conservative estimate of change.    
Since all of the patients received both skills but in differing orders, this study was 
able to explore whether the order in which the skills were delivered had effects on 
treatment outcomes. Converging statistical evidence suggested that delivering the 
countering emotional behaviors skill followed by the mindful emotion awareness skill 
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was more effective than the reverse order, in terms of both symptom reduction (anger, 
anxiety, and depression) and skill acquisition. 
There are several reasons that this order may have been more effective. First, a 
longstanding principle of emotion science suggests that the most effective way to change 
an emotion is often to change its action tendency (Barlow, 1988). In CBT, skills typically 
require practice to become integrated into the patient’s life and produce meaningful 
symptom changes. Therefore, patients often see maintenance or improvement of their 
gains upon the cessation of treatment, likely because they have more time to utilize the 
skills learned (Bullis, Fortune, Farchione, & Barlow, 2014; Covin, Ouimet, Seeds, & 
Dozois, 2008). Patients who received the countering emotional behaviors skill first may 
have seen greater improvements not only because it is a powerful skill, but also because 
they had more opportunity to practice.  
Second, it is possible that delivering mindfulness first is not most effective for this 
patient population. Anger is an activating emotion that is accompanied by physiological 
arousal and behavioral urges (Schacter & Singer, 1962). Therefore, the tenets of 
mindfulness (i.e., sitting with an emotion, allowing it to rise and fall on its own, staying 
present focused) might have been difficult for patients at the beginning of treatment. On 
the other hand, the countering emotional behaviors skill provided patients with an 
alternative action, which allowed them to engage in a behavior while activated and is 
more consistent with the urge to act. Additionally, many patients showed ambivalence to 
change during treatment and some literature suggests that anger can be a rewarding 
emotion to experience, particularly if it is in retaliation to a perceived threat (Bushman et 
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al.,  2001; Chester, 2017; Chester et al., 2016; Ramirez et al., 2005). Therefore, starting 
treatment with a skill such as mindfulness that may not appear to have an immediate, 
tangible benefit might not provide enough motivation for some patients to change their 
behavior, especially if their anger is rewarding to them. On the other hand, an opposite 
action may have a more immediate reward (e.g., not damaging a relationship) and 
patients may have been more motivated to use that skill.  
Third, it might be the case that beginning treatment with the countering emotional 
behaviors skill facilitated the use of the mindful emotion awareness skill. This hypothesis 
is supported by the fact that improvements in mindfulness were seen during the 
countering emotional behaviors module when it was delivered first. There is data to 
suggest that this module produces change across multiple domains (i.e., it is associated 
with increases in mindfulness and cognitive flexibility even though those are not 
explicitly discussed in the module) and the results from this study are consistent with 
previous findings (Sauer-Zavala et al., 2017). Additionally, there are elements of 
mindfulness present in this module because patients are asked to observe their behavior 
and understand its short-term and long-term consequences. Thus patients begin to to learn 
skills for observing their own behavior during this treatment component.  
Further, mindfulness itself can be an alternate action. Staying present-focused can 
be considered an alternative behavior to rumination and worry. Therefore, the 
mindfulness skill logically builds from the countering emotional behaviors skill. Learning 
theory points to the effectiveness of scaffolding when teaching new material. Scaffolding 
refers to starting with information that is accessible and then moving on to more complex 
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material. Relevant to this theory is Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development, a term that 
describes tasks a learner can complete with guidance (Ellis & Worthington, 1994; 
Vygotsky, 1978). It is possible that learning to observe and change one’s behavior is 
more consistent with the average patient’s emotional regulation skills when beginning 
treatment (and is therefore in their zone of proximal development), whereas the more 
abstract skill of mindfulness requires further guidance before the patient is able to use it 
effectively. Taken together, several hypotheses offer suggestions as to why beginning 
treatment with behavior change may be more effective for this patient population; 
additional research could further explore these ideas. 
This study also explored whether changes in anger were associated with changes 
in anxiety and depression. Changes in anxiety during the first four sessions were 
associated with reductions in anger during the follow-up period. Some literature suggests 
that anger is experienced as a way to avoid other uncomfortable emotions, which is 
consistent with the aforementioned model of emotional disorders (Scheff & Retzinger, 
1991; Thomaes, Stegge, Olthof, Bushman, & Nezlek, 2011). Therefore reductions in 
anxiety early in treatment may result in less anger because the patient is no longer 
working to avoid their anxiety. Counter to predictions, no other correlations between 
changes in anger and other symptoms were significant. Given the small sample size, the 
study may have been underpowered to detect such relationships.  
It was also predicted that greater skill acquisition would be associated with greater 
reductions in anger and this hypothesis was largely supported. Visual inspection analyses 
indicated a relationship between skill implementation and symptom improvement. 
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Additionally, greater skill acquisition during the second half of treatment (i.e., latter four 
sessions) and follow-up were associated with reductions in anger. However, no 
correlations during the first four sessions were significant. This result is consistent with 
the fact that no patients responded to treatment during the first module and further 
supports the notion that a higher dose of treatment might be necessary for this patient 
population. 
The final aim of the study was to explore patterns of responses to treatment and 
preliminarily identify patient characteristics associated with each group. Five out of the 
eight patients whose daily data were able to be analyzed showed a response to treatment 
such that the frequency of their angry behaviors decreased over time, even though most 
of them continued to feel angry from time to time. Since anger is an adaptive human 
emotion, we did not expect patients to stop feeling angry altogether. Indeed, in our view, 
it is often not the experience of an emotion that is problematic, but how one responds to 
it. Therefore, the fact that these patients were able to reduce their engagement in 
unhelpful anger-driven behaviors is very promising. In conducting intensive clinical 
observations of each patient’s case, motivation and insight appeared as the two factors 
that consistently differentiated the two responder groups from the non-responders. This 
observation is perhaps unsurprising as a large literature demonstrates the importance of 
these constructs for change during treatment (e.g., Norcross, Krebs, & Prochaska, 2011). 
The results of this study should be interpreted in the context of its limitations. 
First, while SCED provides a rigorous methodology for conducting research aimed at 
understanding the specific effects of different treatment components, the sample size 
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remains small. A strength of SCEDs are their internal validity. Replication of effects 
across subjects provides the beginnings of external validity and further replication is 
needed to confirm the results of this study. Additionally, all of the study sessions were 
provided by one therapist, in one treatment setting. Therefore, replication is also needed 
across providers and settings in order ensure that the effects seen are generalizable. A 
larger sample would also allow for a more thorough evaluation of association of changes 
in anger with changes in symptoms.  
Additionally, this study did not assess neuroticism or changes in this construct 
during treatment. Neuroticism is thought to be a core underlying mechanism present in 
the development and maintenance of emotional disorders and some research also 
supports its association with dysregulated anger (Barlow et al., 2014; Cassiello-Robbins 
et al., 2017). An assessment of neuroticism would have added to this literature and also 
provided an evaluation as to whether or not this target changed in treatment. More 
specifically, an examination as to whether patients who did better in treatment showed 
greater reductions in neuroticism would have been valuable. Future research examining 
this construct as it relates to anger in the context of emotional disorders could provide 
further insight into the relevant mechanisms of change for this problem.  
Finally, other CBT components were not examined in this study. It is possible that 
skills such as cognitive restructuring, interoceptive exposure, and emotion exposure could 
also be useful for treating dysregulated anger in patients with emotional disorders. The 
skills used in this study were chosen because of the strong theoretical evidence 
supporting their efficacy. However, it is prudent to continue examining the specific 
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effects of other skills as such data have not yet been collected. More comprehensive 
dismantling work would be beneficial in order to truly personalize and streamline 
treatment for this patient population. 
There are several other possible directions for future research. First, more 
research is needed to better understand why one treatment condition appeared more 
effective than the other. It is possible that eight sessions of countering emotional 
behaviors would be an effective treatment and provide more opportunity for patients to 
practice this skill and see meaningful reductions in symptoms. In general, four sessions of 
a skill (i.e., the first module received) produced meaningful changes in skill acquisition 
and symptom reduction for half of the study patients (n = 5) and three of these patients 
received countering emotional behaviors first. It is possible that more sessions of this 
skill would result in improved implementation for other patients. However, it is also 
possible that the second skill is needed in order to see meaningful changes. Thus a study 
comparing eight sessions of countering emotional behaviors to four sessions of behavior 
change followed by four sessions of mindfulness would be of interest.  
Second, the role of motivation in treatment was highlighted as a potential factor 
that contributed to differential treatment responses. Therefore, it could be valuable to 
assess motivation prior to the start of treatment and provide a few sessions of 
motivational enhancement for patients showing ambivalence to change. Many evidence-
based treatments, including the UP, contain a motivational interviewing component at the 
beginning of treatment for exactly this purpose and a substantial literature supports the 
efficacy of doing so for improving patient outcomes (e.g., Randall & McNeil, 2016; 
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Westra & Norouzian, 2017). However, as illustrated by the two responder treatment 
groups, not all patients need motivational enhancement in order to see rapid and clinically 
meaningful improvements and the addition of such sessions would likely artificially 
extend the length of treatment. Therefore research geared at identifying those patients 
who would benefit from additional motivation-related work and the utility of adding such 
sessions to treatment would be of interest.  
 Overall, this study demonstrates the ability to utilize transdiagnostic treatment 
elements to target dysregulated anger in the context of emotional disorders. Further, it 
provided preliminary data suggesting the most effective way to organize the two 
treatment skills utilized. These data may be helpful in providing guidance for addressing 
a phenomenon that is often under-recognized in treatment.  
General Discussion 
In the context of emotional disorders, dysregulated anger remains largely 
unaddressed despite the fact that it is associated with numerous concerns including 
greater clinical severity, increased risk of attrition, and a lower likelihood of responding 
to extant treatments. Broadly, this study aimed to begin addressing two limitations 
present in the current literature concerning this problem. In the first study, a functional 
model describing this phenomenon was explored in order to lend insight into the factors 
involved in maintaining it. The results of this study suggested that operant reinforcement 
principles are key to understanding dysregulated anger in this context, and that its 
associated behaviors often produce a desired outcome, that may be internal (i.e., relief 
from a painful emotion) or external (e.g., praise). The second study examined the utility 
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of two specific transdiagnostic treatment elements from the UP, mindful emotion 
awareness and countering emotional behaviors, for dysregulated anger in the emotional 
disorders. The results of this study indicated that neither component alone produced 
meaningful changes in anger but that beginning treatment with countering emotional 
behaviors followed by mindful emotion awareness may be more effective than the 
alternate order of skills.  
Taken together, the results of these two studies begin to lend valuable insight into 
addressing this problem productively in treatment. Functional analysis, using an operant 
model, may provide a good starting point in order to understand the factors maintaining a 
patient’s angry feelings and behaviors. This insight can be valuable to patients and 
therapists alike. Indeed, as the success of starting treatment by targeting behaviors 
suggests, insight into the function a behavior serves (which is provided in the 
psychoeducation of that module) may help patients change their behavior in a way that is 
meaningful to them. When considering the treatment provider, data suggest that 
therapists are often less adherent to treatment protocols, intervene less in session, and 
provide less support than when working with patients who express anger (Boswell et al., 
2013; Haccoun & Laviguer, 1979). Further, anger is rarely directly addressed in extant 
treatment protocols for emotional disorders and the results of this study suggest that it is 
beneficial to do so. It is possible that functional analysis may be helpful to the therapist 
not only because it provides insight into the problem but also because it provides a 
concrete tool with which to begin evaluating anger. This may increase therapist comfort 
in addressing this emotion. Future research could empirically examine this hypothesis. 
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In terms of providing treatment skills, it appears that beginning treatment with a 
discussion of emotional behaviors and opposite action followed by mindful emotion 
awareness has the potential to be effective. While more research is needed, these 
preliminary results based on rigorously collected data still have the possibility to provide 
a helpful starting point for treatment.  
In addition to providing productive tools for treatment, both studies highlighted 
the importance of motivation when considering dysregulated anger, albeit in different 
ways. The functional model noted that anger and its related behaviors most often results 
in positive or negative reinforcement for patients. Therefore, it appeared that patients 
were motivated to continue their current behavior because it brought them some sort of 
reward (e.g., praise, avoiding a painful thought, etc.). In the treatment study, motivation 
appeared to play a role in the success of the intervention. However, motivation was not 
assessed systematically or by using validated measures so this observation should be 
interpreted with caution. Even so, taken together these results suggest that assessing the 
motivation maintaining unhelpful behaviors as well as motivation to change could be 
very helpful with this patient population, an observation that may be bolstered by further 
research. 
It is worth noting that some motivation techniques (e.g., a discussion of short-
term and long-term consequences) were present in the countering emotional behaviors 
module. Anecdotally, many patients found this discussion helpful in order to understand 
the rationale for engaging in alternate actions and reported that it increased their 
willingness to do so. This could be another reason that delivering the countering 
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emotional behaviors module first resulted in better outcomes; it may have enhanced 
motivation. This observation is of interest given that some argue motivation should be 
developed intrinsically and elicited from the patient rather than imposed on them (Miller 
& Rollnick, 1991; Rubak, Sandbaekm Lauritzen, & Christensen, 2005). An explicit 
discussion of consequences could be viewed as an imposition made by the therapist, 
forcing the patient to discuss these topics before they are ready to do so. In contrast to 
this theory, the clinical observations from this study suggest that a discussion of short-
term and long-term consequences can be beneficial. However, the fact that motivation 
emerged as a point of continued interest raises the possibility that dedicated motivation 
work may be helpful as well. As previously mentioned, many patients’ resistance was 
able to be productively resolved in treatment while staying on protocol (which involved a 
discussion of consequences). It may be the case that patients whose resistance was not 
able to be resolved while using the UP modules would benefit from work such as 
motivational interviewing, that is less directive (Miller & Rollnick, 1991). An exploration 
of the effects of different types of motivation interventions (e.g., motivational 
interviewing, a discussion of short-term and long-term consequences) may be of interest 
in future research. 
In considering these two studies together, it is interesting to note that positive 
reinforcement was the most commonly coded function in Study 1 and many patients 
whose anger was predominantly characterized in this way benefitted from the treatment 
study to some extent in Study 2 (i.e., 101, 108,  109, 113, 115). This observation appears 
contrary to the foundation of many treatments, including the UP, that are primarily based 
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on negative reinforcement principles and emphasize the role of experiential avoidance in 
maintaining dysregulated emotions and behaviors. Treatments such as the UP have been 
primary tested for patients with anxiety disorders (e.g., Barlow et al., 2017). It may be the 
case that dysregulated anxiety is most commonly maintained by negative reinforcement 
whereas dysregulated anger is more often maintained by positive reinforcement. While 
further empirical evidence is needed to substantiate this hypothesis, the results of the 
current studies suggest that the UP skills tested are well poised to target dysregulated 
emotions and behaviors that are maintained by both types of reinforcement as both anger 
and anxiety improved for many patients.  
Further, while it is possible that patients whose anger predominately falls into 
different operant functions might benefit from varying skills or order of skills (i.e., 
patients who predominantly experience positive reinforcement from their anger may 
benefit from a different treatment structure than those who mostly experience negative 
reinforcement) the results of these studies suggest that this distinction many not be 
necessary. Patients who primarily fell into positive and negative reinforcement categories 
both benefitted from treatment. However, research exploring whether patients would 
benefit from being “matched” to a certain treatment based on the function their anger 
serves may be of interest in the future. 
The contributions made by this research should be considered in the context of its 
limitations. Notably, there was differential attrition in the study sample. Patients who 
identified as male and Caucasian appeared most likely to drop out of the study. 
Additionally, these patients tended to be older than those who remained in the study, but 
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this difference did not meet statistical significance. Older patients may have been less 
comfortable with the technology and EMA component of the study. In general, 
technology is more easily assimilated into the lives of younger individuals. However, 
conflicting data suggest that older individuals can also successfully incorporate 
technology into their lives in the service of their treatment and more research is needed to 
understand that factors that contribute to successful EMA utilization (Heron & Smyth, 
2010). Anecdotally, several patients who dropped out of this study reported a strong 
dislike of the EMA. The patients who dropped out also tended to have a higher annual 
income than those who completed the study; they likely had the resources to seek 
alternate treatment when frustrated by the EMA. However, it is also possible that this is a 
patient population that is at higher risk for attrition and thus further research aimed at 
identifying reasons for drop out as well as developing strategies for retention is also of 
interest.  
The differential attrition also raises awareness to the limitations of utilizing EMA. 
While it provided detail-rich data, the EMA may have also been burdensome to the study 
patients. Even though it was designed to be brief, most patients received EMA prompts 
for over 200 entries. It is hypothesized that the EMA may have contributed to study drop-
out and several patients who did not drop out also voiced displeasure with this aspect of 
the study to the principal investigator (CR). However, the benefits of EMA are clear (i.e., 
collection of ecologically valid data that are less susceptible to memory bias), but future 
research might consider prompting for entries once per day in order to reduce patient 
burden.  
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Finally, as previously mentioned, the results of both studies should be considered 
preliminary and require replication in order to confirm and bolster the findings presented. 
Replication studies would benefit from a patient sample representing a wider range of 
clinical presentations as well as demographic diversity. While this sample was 
heterogeneous, all of the patients had a principal diagnosis of an anxiety or trauma-
related disorder. Thus it could be interesting to examine whether these findings 
generalize to patients with other primary emotional disorders (e.g., depressive disorders, 
BPD). The model of emotional disorders highlights the core similarities between 
emotional disorders, providing theoretical evidence that the results would likely 
generalize. However, empirical support is still needed. 
Despite these limitations, these studies also had several notable strengths. The use 
of EMA provided rich data for both studies. Additionally, the sample was comprised of a 
diagnostically and demographically heterogeneous patient population providing good 
initial evidence of the generalizability of the findings. Finally, the treatment study was 
rigorously designed providing strong internal validity and the ability to begin conducting 
needed dismantling research for treating dysregulated anger. Together, these two studies 
provide a good starting point from which research regarding dysregulated anger in the 
emotional disorders might continue.
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Table 1  
Four-Function Model 
Reinforcement type Negative Positive 
Intrapersonal (automatic) Decrease or remove aversive 
thoughts/feelings 
Increase or generate 
desired thoughts/feelings 
Interpersonal (social) Escape undesired social 
situation 
Generate desired social 
situation 
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Table 2 
Patient Characteristics for Studies 1 and 2 
Patient Age Sex Race Ethnicity 
Marital 
Status 
Employ 
Status 
Principal 
Diagnosis 
Additional 
Diagnoses 
Psych 
med 
AX 
Referral 
Source 
101 
 
26 F C NH Single GS 
Other 
specified anx 
(separation) 
GAD, PDD, 
SOC 
N AXI CARD 
1021 
 41 M C NH Married FT GAD SSD, PDD N AXI CARD 
1041 
 
 
44 M C NH Single PT GAD 
SOC, MDD, 
Other 
specified anx 
(AG) 
N AXO/AXI Internet 
105 
 
 
24 M A NH Single GS GAD 
PTSD, 
MDD, SOC, 
PD, AUD, 
SUD(MJ) 
N AXI Internet 
106 
 
 
24 F C NH Single FT SOC 
GAD, MDD, 
OCD, BDD 
N AXI/ACO CARD 
107 
 
 
28 F AA NH Single GS/PT SOC 
GAD, PTSD, 
PDD, SP 
N AXI CARD 
108 67 F C NH Divorced FT PTSD GAD, SP, SP N AXO Internet 
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109 27 F A NH Single GS 
Other 
specified anx 
(GAD) 
MDD N AXO CARD 
1101 41 M C NH Married FT GAD SSD, PDD N ACO CARD 
1111 76 M C NH Married FT PDD GAD, AUD N AXI CARD 
112 33 M AA NH Married GS GAD  Y AXO Internet 
113 32 F AA NH Single FT GAD PDD N AXI/ACO Internet 
114 36 F AA NH Single FT SOC AG, BPD N AXO Internet 
115 58 M C NH Married FT GAD 
Hoarding, 
MDD 
Y AXI/ACO Internet 
1161 51 M C NH Married FT PD 
PDD, GAD, 
AG 
Y AXO CARD 
Note. Only clinical diagnoses presented. 1 = data used for Study 1 only; F = female; M = make; A = Asian; AA = African 
American/Black; C = Caucasian; NH = Non-Hispanic; GS = graduate student; FT = employed full time; PT = employed part-
time; anx= anxiety; GAD = generalized anxiety disorder; AG = agoraphobia; PD = panic disorder; SOC = social anxiety 
disorder; PTSD = post-traumatic stress disorder; SP = specific phobia; MDD = major depressive disorder; SSD = somatic 
symptom disorder; BPD = borderline personality disorder; PDD = persistent depressive disorder; AUD = alcohol use disorder; 
SUD = substance use disorder; MJ = marijuana; N = no; Y = yes; AX = anger expression; AXI = anger expression-in subscale 
of the STAXI; AXO = anger expression-out subscale of the STAXI; ACO = anger control-out subscale of the STAXI; CARD 
= patient referred from Center for Anxiety and Related Disorders; internet = patient responded to online ad for study.
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Table 3 
Number of Qualitatively Coded Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) Responses 
Falling into Each Operant Category 
 
Patient Number 
EMA 
responses 
provided 
Number 
EMA 
responses 
coded 
Positive 
reinforcement 
(n) 
Negative 
reinforcement 
(n) 
Positive 
punishment 
(n) 
Negative 
punishment 
(n) 
101 219 15 5 4 5 1 
102 43 3 3 0 0 0 
104 74 15 10 5 0 0 
105 173 16 0 14 0 2 
106 249 18 6 6 4 2 
107 65 23 7 14 1 1 
108 205 44 34 7 3 0 
109 243 57 36 13 8 0 
110 5 2 1 0 1 0 
111 68 21 16 3 2 0 
112 240 10 2 5 2 1 
113 196 10 5 4 0 1 
114 183 6 3 1 2 0 
115 19 13 8 5 0 0 
116 95 9 2 4 1 2 
Total 2077 262 138 85 29 10 
  
Note.  (n) refers to the number of qualitatively coded EMA responses that fell into each 
coding category. 
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Table 4 
Reliable Change Indices (RCI) and Percentage of Non-Overlapping Data (PND) for 
STAXI. 
 
Patient Module Order 
Baseline 
RCI 
RCI first 
module 
RCI 
second 
module  
RCI 
follow- 
up  
PND 
first 
module 
PND 
second 
module 
PND 
follow-
up 
101 M, EB -0.68 -0.98 -0.68 0.50 75+ 50 0 
107 M, EB -1.69 -1.44 -1.55 -0.88 25 0 0 
109 M, EB 2.03^ -1.16 -1.05 0.39 75* 0 0 
114 M, EB 1.22 -0.91 -0.33 -0.31 0 25 0 
115 M, EB 0 -0.17 -1.00 -1.31 0 75* 25 
105 EB, M .68 -0.45 -1.63 -1.80 0 75* 100** 
106 EB, M -1.35 -0.71 -0.31 -0.72 25 0 25 
108 EB, M 2.03^ -0.81 -3.80* -2.72* 50 75* 50 
112 EB, M 0 -1.30 -1.74 -2.63* 75* 75* 100** 
113 EB, M -0.34 -0.19 -0.95 -0.99 25 75* 0 
 
Note. PND for the first module compares the first module to baseline; PND for the 
second module refers to the percent of data from points from that phase of treatment that 
do not correspond to the range of data points from baseline and the first module; PND for 
follow-up compares the four follow-up points to the range of scores from baseline and all 
treatment points; M = mindful emotion awareness module; EB = countering emotional 
behaviors module; STAXI = State Trait Anger Expression Inventory, clinically elevated 
anger expression subscales were used in these analyses; * = significant improvement at p 
< .05; + = improvement at p< 0.1; ^ = significant worsening at p < .05. 
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Table 5 
Reliable Change Indices (RCI) for Secondary Symptom Outcomes and Skill-Based 
Mechanisms 
 
Patient 
(Module 
Order) 
CAS OASIS ODSIS SMQ BAQ 
101 (M, EB)     
BL 0.99 -0.98 0.57 1.19   -3.74^ 
BL-M1 0.14 0.08 0.38 0.25 -1.69 
BL-M2 -0.44 1.14 1.89 0.14   0.21 
BL-FU 0.28 0.72 0.77 -0.37 -0.53 
107 (M, EB)     
BL  -2.64* -0.98 1.72 0.14 -0.53 
BL-M1  0.71 0 -0.72 0.65  0.40 
BL-M2 -0.51 -1.59 -0.40 1.24 -0.31 
BL-FU   -2.67* -1.55 -0.66 0.05   -2.19* 
109 (M, EB)     
BL -0.99 -1.47 2.30^ -0.56 2.67^ 
BL-M1 -1.44 -0.07 -1.83 0.49 0.40 
BL-M2 -3.36* -0.41 -0.16 -0.05 -0.31 
BL-FU -1.83 0.33 -0.97 -0.83 -0.35 
114 (M, EB)     
BL -0.46 -2.45* -1.15 -1.54 2.14^ 
BL-M1 -0.92 -0.94 -0.91 1.54 0.89 
BL-M2 -1.82 -0.77 -0.39 2.59* -0.55 
BL-FU 2.63^ 0.98 3.06^ -0.63 1.12 
115 (M, EB)     
BL -0.92 -1.96* -2.87* 0.70 -1.60 
BL-M1 -1.03 -0.57 -1.10 1.06 0.27 
BL-M2 -1.13 0.12 -0.18 -0.08 0.52 
BL-FU -0.90 -2.25* -0.98 1.14 -0.34 
105 (EB, M)     
BL 7.59^ 2.45^ 4.60^ -3.08^ 2.13^ 
BL-M1 -7.01* -1.59 -0.86 2.01* -1.38 
BL-M2 -6.80* -3.13* -1.81 1.11 -2.73* 
BL-FU -11.01* -3.21* -4.86* 2.18* -2.14* 
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106 (EB, M)     
BL -0.83 -0.49 2.87^ 0.42 -.53 
BL-M1 -0.54 -1.23 -0.78 0.86 0.53 
BL-M2 -0.63 -0.31 -2.59* 2.23* -0.64 
BL-FU -2.09* -1.07 -2.94* 4.53* -2.58* 
108 (EB, M)     
BL 0.35 -0.98 0.57 1.26 0 
BL-M1 0.12 -1.31 -0.96 2.20* 1.47 
BL-M2 -3.44* -1.79 -2.13* 4.50* -0.31 
BL-FU -3.16* -1.38 -1.36 4.72* -2.20* 
112 (EB, M)     
BL -0.31 -0.98 0 -0.65 -3.21* 
BL-M1 -3.22* -2.06* 0 0.73 -1.90 
BL-M2 -4.65* -1.39 0 4.91* -1.19 
BL-FU -3.30* -1.33 0 4.86* -1.22 
113 (EB, M)     
BL -3.96* -1.59 -0.57 2.24* 1.07 
BL-M1 -1.56 0 0.04 1.71 -1.12 
BL-M2 -1.83 -0.37 -0.93 2.68* -1.29 
BL-FU -1.63 -0.01 -0.07 -0.68 -1.43 
 
Note. BL = baseline, refers to change from first baseline score to last baseline score. BL-
M1 = change comparing average score in baseline to average score during the first 
treatment module; BL-M2 = change comparing average score in baseline and the first 
treatment skill to average score during the second module; BL-FU = change comparing 
average score in baseline and treatment phases to average score during follow-up; M = 
mindful emotion awareness module; EB = countering emotional behaviors module; CAS 
= Clinical Anger Scale; OASIS = Overall Anxiety Severity and Impairment Scale; 
ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale; SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Questionnaire; BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire; * = 
significant improvement at p < .05; ^ = significant worsening at p < .05. 
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Table 6 
Percent of non-overlapping data (PND) for Secondary Symptom Outcomes and Skill-
Based Mechanisms. 
 
Patient 
(Module 
Order) 
CAS OASIS ODSIS SMQ BAQ 
101 (M, EB)     
BL-M1 25 0 0 25 75+ 
BL-M2 0 0   0^ 0 0 
BL-FU 0   0^   0^ 25 0 
107 (M, EB)     
BL-M1 0 50 25 25 0 
BL-M2 50 0 0 0 25 
BL-FU 100** 0 0 0 50 
109 (M, EB)     
BL-M1 50 25 0f 25 25 
BL-M2 100** 0 0f 0 0 
BL-FU 25 0 0f 0 0 
114 (M, EB)     
BL-M1  75+ 0 50 100* 0 
BL-M2 50 25 0f   100** 25 
BL-FU 0 25  0^ 0 0 
115 (M, EB)     
BL-M1 50 50 50 75+ 0 
BL-M2 0f 0 0f 0 0 
BL-FU 0f 75** 0f 0 0 
105 (EB, M)     
BL-M1 50 25 0 75+ 100* 
BL-M2 100** 25 0 0   100** 
BL-FU 100** 25 100** 75** 0 
106 (EB, M)     
BL-M1 50 50 50 75* 25 
BL-M2 0 0 0f 50 25 
BL-FU 75** 0 0f 100** 50 
108 (EB, M)     
BL-M1 25 50 25 75+ 0 
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BL-M2 75* 50 0f 75* 75* 
BL-FU 25 0f 0f   75** 100** 
112 (EB, M)     
BL-M1 100** 75* 0f 75* 75* 
BL-M2 100** 0f 0f 100** 75* 
BL-FU 0f 0f 0f 0 0f 
113 (EB, M)     
BL-M1 75* 0 50 100** 0f 
BL-M2 0 25 0f 100** 0f 
BL-FU 50 0f 0f 0 0f 
 
Note. BL-M1 = percent of non-overlapping data points between baseline and the first 
treatment module; BL-M2 = percent of non-overlapping data points between the second 
treatment module and the points representing baseline and the first module; BL-FU = 
percent of non-overlapping data points between follow-up and all prior phases; M = 
mindful emotion awareness module; EB = countering emotional behaviors module; CAS 
= Clinical Anger Scale; OASIS = Overall Anxiety Severity and Impairment Scale; 
ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale; SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Questionnaire; BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire; * = 
significant improvement at p < .05; ** = significant improvement at p < .01; + = 
improvement at p< 0.1; ^ = significant worsening at p < .05; f = floor effect present for 
this measure.
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Table 7 
Mean Summary Scores and Effect Sizes for all Outcomes  
 
 Baseline Module 1 Module 2 Follow-up 
 M (SD) M (SD) d 95% CI M (SD) d 95% CI  M (SD) d 95% CI  
Mindful emotion awareness, emotional behaviors (n =5) 
STAXI 22.81 (2.61) 20.65 (3.17)  0.96*    .24: 1.68 19.30 (3.60)  0.83*  0.08: 1.58 20.07 (3.50)  0.28 -0.41: 0.97 
CAS 15.06 (6.77) 13.25 (7.73)  0.17 -0.27: 0.61   9.56 (7.87)  0.49*  0.03: 0.95 11.84 (10.01)  0.15 -0.33: 0.63 
OASIS   8.33 (2.74) 7.85 (4.02)  0.18 -0.38: 0.74  7.50 (3.25)  0.18 -0.24: 0.60 7.33 (4.63)  0.18 -0.25: 0.61 
ODSIS   6.06 (3.70) 5.74 (4.72)  0.30 -0.23: 0.83  5.70 (5.15) -0.04 -0.49: 0.41  5.83 (6.06) -0.07 -0.47: 0.33 
SMQ 38.37 (13.21) 43.46 (14.11)  0.33 -0.20: 0.86  46.10 (10.46)  0.35 -0.11: 0.81 42.17 (15.89) -0.06 -0.51: 0.39  
BAQ   8.26 (3.71) 8.30 (4.44) -0.02 -0.49: 0.45   8.05 (3.71)  0.04 -0.35: 0.43  7.22 (4.26)  0.22 -0.14: 0.58  
Emotional behaviors, mindful emotion awareness (n = 5) 
STAXI 23.04 (3.98) 21.15 (4.66) 0.33 -0.14: 0.80  18.05 (4.74) 0.72*  0.11: 1.33 16.10(5.33) 0.81* 0.10: 1.52 
CAS 19.72 (15.50) 14.00 (11.65) 0.51 -0.06: 1.08 7.40 (8.09) 0.80*  0.07: 1.53 1.50 (2.31) 1.14* 0.23: 2.05 
OASIS 7.39 (4.67) 5.50 (5.24) 0.47 -0.05: 0.99 3.90 (3.78) 0.54*  0.04: 1.04 2.90 (3.70) 0.61* 0.05: 1.17 
ODSIS 4.90 (5.18) 4.85 (5.48) 0.13 -0.38: 0.64 2.47 (3.84)  0.40 -0.05: 0.85  1.15 (2.03) 0.65* 0.08: 1.22 
SMQ 33.50 (11.72) 42.75 (13.71)   0.67*  0.06: 1.28   59.94 (20.97) 1.17*  0.34: 2.00 67.70 (20.62) 1.16* 0.30: 2.02 
BAQ 6.81 (3.76) 6.05 (4.14) 0.19 -0.32: 0.70  4.25 (3.29)  0.54 -0.01: 1.09  2.20 (2.53) 0.92* 0.28: 1.57 
 
Note. All effect sizes were calculated such that positive d values indicate the expected direction of change (i.e., decreases in 
symptoms, increase in mindfulness, and decrease in use of emotional behaviors). STAXI = State Trait Anger Expression 
Inventory, clinically elevated anger expression subscales were used in these analyses; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale; OASIS = 
Overall Anxiety Severity and Impairment Scale; ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale; SMQ = 
Southampton Mindfulness Questionnaire; BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire; * = significant improvement at p < 
.05.
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Table 8 
Reliability of Difference Scores (rdd) for Each Measure at Each Time Point 
 
 BL-M1 M1-M2 M2-FU 
CAS .93 .70 .96 
OASIS .90 .91 .91 
ODSIS .90 .95 .97 
SMQ .60 .89 .86 
BAQ .88 .62 .86 
 
Note. BL-M1= session 4 - final baseline score before starting treatment, M1-M2 = 
session 8 - session 4, M2-FU = final follow-up score - session 8; CAS = Clinical Anger 
Scale; OASIS = Overall Anxiety Severity and Impairment Scale; ODSIS = Overall 
Depression Severity and Impairment Scale; SMQ = Southampton Mindfulness 
Questionnaire; BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire.
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Table 9  
Spearman Rho Correlations Examining Associations of Changes in Anger with Changes in Anxiety, Depression, and Skill 
Acquisition  
 
 OASIS 
BL-M1 
OASIS 
M1-M2 
OASIS 
M2-FU 
ODSIS 
Bsl-M1 
ODSIS 
M1-M2 
ODSIS 
M2-FU 
SMQ 
Bsl-M1 
SMQ 
M1-M2 
SMQ 
M2-FU 
BAQ 
Bsl-M1 
BAQ 
M1-M2 
BAQ 
M2-FU 
CAS 
Bsl-M1 
.27 .14 -.55+ .06 -.29 .29 -.41  .11  .06 .39 .16  -.57+ 
CAS 
M1-M2 
0 .42 -.04 .32 -.05 -.17 -.12   -.61+ -.36  -.65* .52 .26 
CAS 
M2-FU 
.64* .33  .23 .49   .57+ .55  .02 -.16  -.75* -.05 .12  .71* 
 
Note. BL-M1= session 4 - final baseline score before starting treatment, M1-M2 = session 8 - session 4, M2-FU = final follow-
up score - session 8; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale; OASIS = Overall Anxiety Severity and Impairment Scale; ODSIS = Overall 
Depression Severity and Impairment Scale; SMQ = Southampton Mindfulness Questionnaire; BAQ = UP Behavioral 
Avoidance Questionnaire; * p < .05; + p < .10.
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Figure 1 
Patient Flow 
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Figure 2 
Structures of Possible Treatment Trajectories  
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Figure 3 
STAXI Scores for Patients Assigned to Receive the Mindful Emotion Awareness Module 
First 
 
PANEL 1: 
 
 
Note. Patient 107 did not complete the first two weeks of follow-up assessments. bsl = 
baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = 
follow-up; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional 
behaviors. 
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PANEL 2:  
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Note. Bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient 
received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering 
emotional behaviors.
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Figure 4 
STAXI Scores for Patients Assigned to Receive the Countering Emotional Behaviors 
Module First 
 
PANEL 1: 
 
 
Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient 
received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering 
emotional behaviors. 
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PANEL 2: 
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient 
received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering 
emotional behaviors.
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Figure 5       
Patient 101’s Weekly Self-Report Data  
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness 
= mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional behaviors; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale, OASIS = Overall Anxiety 
Severity and Impairment Scale, ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale, SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Scale, UP-BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire. 
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Figure 6  
Patient 105’s Weekly Self-Report Data  
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness 
= mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional behaviors; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale, OASIS = Overall Anxiety 
Severity and Impairment Scale, ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale, SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Scale, UP-BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire.
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Figure 7 
Patient 106’s Weekly Self-Report Data  
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness 
= mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional behaviors; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale, OASIS = Overall Anxiety 
Severity and Impairment Scale, ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale, SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Scale, UP-BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire.
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Figure 8 
Patient 107’s Weekly Self-Report Data  
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness 
= mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional behaviors; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale, OASIS = Overall Anxiety 
Severity and Impairment Scale, ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale, SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Scale, UP-BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire.
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Figure 9  
Patient 108’s Weekly Self-Report Data  
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness 
= mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional behaviors; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale, OASIS = Overall Anxiety 
Severity and Impairment Scale, ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale, SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Scale, UP-BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire.
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Figure 10  
Patient 109’s Weekly Self-Report Data  
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness 
= mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional behaviors; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale, OASIS = Overall Anxiety 
Severity and Impairment Scale, ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale, SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Scale, UP-BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire.
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Figure 11 
Patient 112’s Weekly Self-Report Data  
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness 
= mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional behaviors; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale, OASIS = Overall Anxiety 
Severity and Impairment Scale, ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale, SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Scale, UP-BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire.
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Figure 12 
Patient 113’s Weekly Self-Report Data  
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness 
= mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional behaviors; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale, OASIS = Overall Anxiety 
Severity and Impairment Scale, ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale, SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Scale, UP-BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire. 
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Figure 13 
Patient 114’s Weekly Self-Report Data  
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness 
= mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional behaviors; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale, OASIS = Overall Anxiety 
Severity and Impairment Scale, ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale, SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Scale, UP-BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire. 
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Figure 14 
Patient 115’s Weekly Self-Report Data  
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Note. bsl = baseline; M1 = first module patient received; M2 = second module patient received; FU = follow-up; Mindfulness 
= mindful emotion awareness; EB = countering emotional behaviors; CAS = Clinical Anger Scale, OASIS = Overall Anxiety 
Severity and Impairment Scale, ODSIS = Overall Depression Severity and Impairment Scale, SMQ = Southampton 
Mindfulness Scale, UP-BAQ = UP Behavioral Avoidance Questionnaire.
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Figure 15 
Patient 101’s Daily Data  
 
Note. SAS = state anger subscale of the STAXI; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; Emotional Behaviors = countering 
emotional behaviors.  
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Figure 16 
Patient 105’s Daily Data  
 
Note. SAS = state anger subscale of the STAXI; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; Emotional Behaviors = countering 
emotional behaviors.  
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Figure 17  
Patient 106’s Daily Data  
 
Note. SAS = state anger subscale of the STAXI; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; Emotional Behaviors = countering 
emotional behaviors.  
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Figure 18  
Patient 108’s Daily Data  
 
 
Note. SAS = state anger subscale of the STAXI; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; Emotional Behaviors = countering 
emotional behaviors.  
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Figure 19  
Patient 109’s Daily Data  
 
 
Note. SAS = state anger subscale of the STAXI; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; Emotional Behaviors = countering 
emotional behaviors.  
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Figure 20 
Patient 112’s Daily Data  
 
 
Note. SAS = state anger subscale of the STAXI; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; Emotional Behaviors = countering 
emotional behaviors.  
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Figure 21  
Patient 113’s Daily Data  
 
 
 
Note. SAS = state anger subscale of the STAXI; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; Emotional Behaviors = countering 
emotional behaviors.  
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Figure 22  
Patient 114’s Daily Data  
 
 
Note. SAS = state anger subscale of the STAXI; Mindfulness = mindful emotion awareness; Emotional Behaviors = countering 
emotional behaviors. 
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APPENDIX A 
INTERVENTION ADHERENCE GUIDELINES 
 
Therapist Adherence Rating Scale 
Unified Protocol for Transdiagnostic Treatment of Emotional Disorders 
 
Mindfulness  
Session 1 
Homework Review: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review homework from the previous module (if applicable) 
 
YES NO Brainstorm ways to facilitate homework completion, as needed 
 
Mindfulness Training:  
 
The goal of this portion of the module is to introduce the concepts of nonjudgmental, 
present-focused awareness of emotions. 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Introduce nonjudgmental awareness 
 
YES NO Introduce present focused awareness  
 
YES NO Conduct an in-session emotion awareness exercise 
 
Homework Assignment: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Have the patient practice nonjudgmental present focused awareness  
using an exercise from the patient workbook and fill out the relevant 
worksheet 
 
YES NO Provide the patient with the relevant workbook chapter and instruct  
them to read it 
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Mindfulness  
Session 2 
Homework Review: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review homework assigned and assess for any difficulty completing it 
 
YES NO Brainstorm ways to facilitate homework completion, as needed 
 
Mindfulness Training: 
 
The goal of this portion of the module is to have the patient practice nonjudgmental, 
present-focused awareness of emotions  
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Continue to discuss the importance of nonjudgmental emotion  
Awareness 
 
YES NO Continue to discuss the importance of present focused awareness  
 
YES NO Practice techniques using a musical mood induction 
 
Homework Assignment: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Have the patient practice nonjudgmental present focused awareness  
using an exercise from the patient workbook and fill out the relevant 
worksheet 
 
YES NO Ask the patient to listen to two songs of their choosing and fill out the  
relevant worksheet 
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Mindfulness  
Session 3 
Homework Review: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review homework assigned and assess for any difficulty completing it 
 
YES NO Brainstorm ways to facilitate homework completion, as needed 
 
Mindfulness Training: 
 
The goal of this portion of the module is to have the patient practice nonjudgmental, 
present-focused awareness of emotions  
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Continue to discuss the importance of nonjudgmental emotion  
Awareness 
 
YES NO Continue to discuss the importance of present focused awareness  
 
YES NO Introduce anchoring in the present 
 
Homework Assignment: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Have the patient practice anchoring in the present using the relevant  
worksheet 
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Mindfulness  
Session 4 
Homework Review: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review homework assigned and assess for any difficulty completing it 
 
YES NO Brainstorm ways to facilitate homework completion, as needed 
 
Mindfulness Training: 
 
The goal of this portion of the module is to have the patient practice nonjudgmental, 
present-focused awareness of emotions  
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Continue to discuss the importance of nonjudgmental emotion  
Awareness 
 
YES NO Continue to discuss the importance of present focused awareness 
  
YES NO Continue to discuss anchoring in the present 
 
Homework Assignment: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Have the patient practice anchoring in the present using the relevant  
worksheet 
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Emotional Behaviors 
Session 1 
Homework Review: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review homework from the previous module (if applicable) 
 
YES NO Brainstorm ways to facilitate homework completion, as needed 
 
Emotional Behaviors: 
 
The goal of this portion of the module is to raise awareness of emotional behaviors in 
which the patient may engage. 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Introduce the concept of emotional behaviors  
 
YES NO Review categories of emotional behaviors (e.g., overt avoidance,  
subtle behavioral avoidance, etc.) 
 
YES NO Help the patient elicit examples of emotional behaviors from their  
own life 
 
Homework Assignment: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Ask the patient to read the relevant workbook chapter 
 
YES NO Ask the patient to continue filling out the List of Emotional Behaviors  
Worksheet 
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Emotional Behaviors 
Session 2 
Homework Review: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review homework assigned and assess for any difficulty completing it 
 
YES NO Brainstorm ways to facilitate homework completion, as needed 
 
Emotional Behaviors: 
 
The goal of this portion of the module is to help the patient understand the rationale for 
engaging in alternative actions to emotional behaviors and work to identify relevant 
examples in their lives. 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review the concept of emotional behaviors as needed 
 
YES NO Discuss the rationale for engaging in alternative actions 
 
YES NO Elicit examples of emotional behaviors and alternative actions from  
the patient 
 
Homework Assignment: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Ask the patient to read the relevant workbook chapter (if applicable) 
 
YES NO Ask the patient to complete the Countering Emotional Behaviors  
Worksheet and practice engaging in alternative actions over the  
upcoming week 
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Emotional Behaviors 
Session 3 
Homework Review: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review homework assigned and assess for any difficulty completing it 
 
YES NO Brainstorm ways to facilitate homework completion, as needed 
 
Emotional Behaviors: 
 
The goal of this portion of the module is to help the patient understand the rationale for 
engaging in alternative actions to emotional behaviors and work to identify relevant 
examples in their lives. 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review the concept of emotional behaviors as needed 
 
YES NO Review the rationale for engaging in alternative actions as needed 
 
YES NO Elicit examples of emotional behaviors and alternative actions from  
the patient 
 
YES NO Conduct in session practice of alternative action and/or plan for how to  
apply alternative behaviors in an upcoming situation 
 
Homework Assignment: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Ask the patient to read the relevant workbook chapter (if applicable) 
 
YES NO Ask the patient to complete the Countering Emotional Behaviors  
Worksheet and practice engaging in alternative actions over the  
upcoming week 
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Emotional Behaviors 
Session 4 
Homework Review: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review homework assigned and assess for any difficulty completing it 
 
YES NO Brainstorm ways to facilitate homework completion, as needed 
 
Emotional Behaviors: 
 
The goal of this portion of the module is to help the patient understand the rationale for 
engaging in alternative actions to emotional behaviors and work to identify relevant 
examples in their lives. 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Review the concept of emotional behaviors as needed 
 
YES NO Review the rationale for engaging in alternative actions as needed 
 
YES NO Elicit examples of emotional behaviors and alternative actions from  
the patient 
 
YES NO Conduct in session practice of alternative action and/or plan for how to  
apply alternative behaviors in an upcoming situation 
 
Homework Assignment: 
 
Did the therapist do the following (indicate only presence or absence): 
 
YES NO Ask the patient to read the relevant workbook chapter (if applicable) 
 
YES NO Ask the patient to complete the Countering Emotional Behaviors  
Worksheet and practice engaging in alternative actions over the  
upcoming week 
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Overall Session Rating 
Session Duration: 
 
 
___________  Duration of session 
 
YES NO Session duration is between 45-75 minutes  
 
Disallowed Intervention 
 
Therapist implemented interventions that are not included in this manual or model of 
treatment? 
 
YES NO  
 
If yes, describe: 
 
 
 
Adherence Summary Score: 
 
 
_____ Overall adherence – calculate the percentage of applicable items that were 
completed, including session duration item at the top of this page 
 
Additional Therapist Ratings 
 
Rate the quality of the therapist’s rapport with the patient (e.g. warmth, openness, respect, 
humor): 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Poor Marginal Fair Adequate Good Excellent 
 
Rate the extent to which the therapist engaged in interactive exchange with patient and 
tried to involve them in the session (e.g. use of Socratic questioning, checked the 
patient’s understating or recall of information, worked collaboratively on assignments, 
sought the patient’s opinions or suggestions, used patient relevant examples): 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 
Poor Marginal Fair Adequate Good Excellent 
 
Rate the therapist’s ability to manage the session (e.g. kept the patient on task, used time 
effectively, proceeded logically, made smooth transitions) 
 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Poor Marginal Fair Adequate Good Excellent 
 
 
 
Rate the therapist understanding of treatment concepts and their ability to deliver 
information at a level the patient can understand. 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Poor Marginal Fair Adequate Good Excellent 
 
Overall Session Rating: 
 
Please provide an overall rating for this treatment session, taking into consideration how 
effectively the therapist presented key treatment elements and met the primary goals of 
the session. 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Poor Marginal Fair Adequate Good Excellent 
 
Pass/ Fail: 
 
Pass Fail 
 
Note: “Pass” = The session duration was at least 30 minutes. Overall adherence is 80% 
or greater and/ or the session was rated as being at least “adequate.” 
 
Write any additional comments below: 
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